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Yup. blame us.

Ms. (Evil) Hall and
the editing king

Erich help Zach in

his design duties

Ross really didn±

put up with th

came throug*

ed to take this course, he

nd beatings, and still

d

Gentlemen and Ladies,

who you see assembled

before you is the most

elite task squad

to ever be

assembled at the

Royal St.

George's spy

academy. They

have all been

hand picked

from their class-

es for their spe-

cific skdls in

photography, computer-

skills, editing, publication,

and most importantly:

mockery, whining, and all

around ability to generate

random humour. They

have been dubbed the

yearbook agents and for

the last 10 months they

have been hard at work,

whining, smacking,

and yelling at each

other in a desperate

attempt to compile a

record of the accounts

at the spy academy

over the last year. This

is the product of their

toil.
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...Austin Powers!
Yes indeed, by

night, on national and

bank holidays, Jeff

transforms himself

into none other than

the man of mystery

himself. So remember

kids; unless you want

to be on a spy's bad

side, brush your teeth.
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When we found the head-

quarters of the 3rd grade

class we were apprehen-

sive to enter the room as

all sorts of yelling and

laughter was occurring.

However, When We Went iin
Hack it quick..she's coming

we found that this group's

team skills were no laugh-

ing matter. On command
and in a blink of an eye

they somehow arranged

themselves in a strategic

human pyramid (for rea-

sons unknown) which sug-

gests that this group's

unpredictable and sponta-

neous behavior should be

watched carefully.

"What was that noise?"

Blake Lee-Whiting Anthony Mariano Kjell Pladsen Derek Woods

Confidential Report by
Agent Z. Brandwein

"We're never going to make a human pyramid, it's impossible!"

-6-
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Victor Adamo Axel Berggren O'Young Andrew Buchanan Joseph Chang

GRADE
4

Grade 4, an intelligent

group, we found, diligently

working on a test of some
sort when we tried to

interrogate them. Our intel

doesn't suggest what their

leader, Mrs. Ignagni, is

teaching them but our

guess is something on the

lines of computer integrat-

ed activity,perhaps hack-

ing. They were behind

closed and locked door

and as a result our info is

lacking we better be

careful with this bunch.

Alexander Cooper Theodore Dracopoulos Hunter Hauswirth
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Brian MacNicol Joselito Maldonado

Andrew Mok James Reford Colin Stitt Just hanging out: Tim. Derek. Joselito. Andrew I.. James & Mr. Gap
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Malcolm Angus Andeis Berggren OYoung Graham Boaretti Rudro Chakrabarti

"PICK ME!!!" - Carson Lambert
Ireland Comery Christopher Comparey Timothy Daly Conor Farrow Alexander Ferguson

She never does - Carson Lambert

Sneaky Survey
Who is your favourite spy?

James Bond: 28%
Austin Powers: 52%
Inspector Gadget: 20%

What is your favorite spy

gadget?

Laser watch: 59%
Miniature Camera: 11%
Video Cell Phone: 30%

David Luder Jack Keilty Carson Lambert Richard LeGresley Peter Hucal

Hayden Phillips Marshall Porter Michael Rowe

By: Michael Plewman
and Andrew Swinamer

Jaipal Singh Tiago Vieira

"If you do this wrong class, you will each be gettting a visit

from Ms. Graham's voJoo doll " - Ms. Poce

HOW TO
DECODE:

0101011101101000011110010010000001110111011011110111010101101100011001000010
1011011110111010101110010001000000111010001101001011011010110010100100000011
000011000010111011001100101001000000111100101101111011101010010000001101110C-

1100011110010010110000100000011010000110111101110111001000000110110001101111

1011110111010100100000011101000110111100100000011101000111100101110000011001
011101010110110101100010011001010111001000101110001011100010111001100111011O
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Eddie Courage Rajin Dhaliwal Michael Hamel Michael Hoad David Holman

Ooga Booga...Ok. give Ms Graham
her voodoo doll back now

Sneaky Survey
Who is your favourite spy?

James Bond: 58% '

Austin Powers: 36%
f^

Inspector Gadget: 06% f
»

Adam Rapon

I

1..

Daniel Krawczyk Brendan Lee Fraser MacDonald Blake MacGregor BPace

What is your favorite spy
' gadget?

Laser watch: 38%
I Miniature Camera: 32%

,
Video Cell Phone: 30%

Haven Renaud Alexander Samworth Douglas Scott Stratton Townley Caught in the act by one of our own

Ms. Graham

As you can see. the kids are celebrating the

sudden collapse of their classmate in the lower

left corner

Corey Trinetti Spencer Vibert Stephano Yoo

visit this url and type in all of the numbers
you see below in the decode box to see what it

says.

http://nickciske.com/tools/binary.php

D11110010110111101110101001 0000001100101011101100110010101110010001000000111011101100001011100110111010001100101001000000111100

P001100101011000110110111101100100011010010110111001100111001000000111010001101000011010010111001100111111001000000010000001001
ni10010000001110000011100100110100101100100011001010011111100100000001000000100100001101111011011100110010101110011011101000110
111001100111001000000110010001101001011001000010000001101001011101000010000001110100011000010110101101100101001000000111100101

fl 00000011010010110111000100000011000010110110001101100001000000110111101100110001000000111010001101000011001010010900001101110

J01000000110111101110101011101000111001101101001011001000110010100101110001000000010000001001110010011110101011100100001

CO

CO
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Graeme Knowles Mike Mallin Kevin Marthinsen Geoffrey Martin Andrew McMullen Patrick Merner

Thomas Moore Matthew Muncaster Matthew Pang Charlie Poulson James Schultz James Sopik

m

A Confidential Report
by Agent Q. Vertes

10-
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Hunter Blair Marc Blouin James Bradeen Robert Charter David Clark
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Here we see two of our junior

agents, cleverly disguised.

Note the genius concealment

of the feet within the fins. We
aren"t entirely certain which

other members of the animal

kingdom may be concealed

behind the innocent-looking

laces you see here.

Cameron Ross Chiranjeev Singh Michael Sonosky Jameson Turner

Mr. Algarvio: the brain behind the brawn.
Thomas Wade West Mason D'Arcy Andrew McKinnon

-12-



Ms. Uhre: Elite Gr. 8 Squad Leader CO

Geoffrey Squibb Brodie Townley Alex Woolaver
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Thomas Aagaard Mohammed Al Radi Joshua Barr Strachan Bowland Matthew Bradeen

Nicoloff: "Two Shums are better than

one!"

Duncan Brown Owen Brown Daniel Burkett Nicholas Carravetta Stuart Casgrain

C.J. Hutchinson Mark Jewell Jason Kirsch Timothy Knowles Zachary Korn David Liang

-14-
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William Locicero Cameron Loree Sebastian Lyman Fraser MacLean Cameron MacNicol Christopher Majewski

Alexander Mather Bennett McBride Craig Milne Christopher Nicoloff Carl Noel Alexander Oehlert

Thomas Plewman

Adam Roebuck Max Sisam

iiliufcii
Neville Sadry Charlie Scharfe Adam Semple

h
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Andrew Bolton Michael Boultbee Michael Butler Frasier Cameron Moyukh Chakrabarti Argus Chambers

Derek Chan Michael Deeks Trevor DeGeer Alexander Delwar Jonathan Deshman Alexander Durand

B nil Mersl he's sensitive

Alexander Johnston Raliq Kanji

-16-
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James O'Born Jonathan Pak Matthew Parker Kamrun Paruk Adam Penny John Elliot Pearl

Samuel Perlmutar Alexander Pfaff Scott Pollack

UMit

Jonathan Rae Jay Rhind David Ricketts

Greg Robinson Anthony Ruffalo James Shiriff

c^ ^ f%

E.J. Smith James Smith Paul Trebuss

to

CD

>«*

David Wooder John Wooder Andrew Younger The boys quickl) gathered around as Sex ED began.

17-
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Gr. 10 modeling

theRSGC#l
dress code in the

event of biologi-

cal warefare.

Page h>

:

I.m Marthinsen,

Zach Brandwein,

and Ton) L.iu

Inc.
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Somerville and Hoad demonstrate the Zachary Brandwein Adam Branston Jeffery Brown

classic "stuck on a problem" pose.

Matthew Burns Mark Camball

At the sight of the camera, Burnsy

switches to melodramatic mode.

Corcoran Conn-Grant Drew Copeland Charles Crawford Samson Danniels Zachary DeGuerre

D'Lo (aka Charles Crawford) and T . —
McLean, relax from a hard day's work by ' '

staging the occasional 70's disco in the

Chapel.

Attendance...

Spy Watch
Perfect for studying,

note passing, aca-

demic reminders,

etc. Input the infor-

mation into the

watch and print it on

ticker tape whenev-

er you want! It also

tells timel

David Evans Bryan Feheley Matthew Griffin

lain Hall

-18-
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Greg Johnson Stephen Kaye Tyler Kee Paul Koven Michael Lambert Tony Law
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Jamie Lino William Lockett Steven Macchione Teague Mackian-Russell Ian Marthinsen David McCarthy

Jaime McClellan Robbie McLean Gabe Munn-Magill Matthew Pigott Michael Plewman Alex Potichnyj

Kyrylo Rewa

^•k

f9
S

c
Colin Rubes Jason Salzman Taylor Scherberger Alexander Scott Andrew Somerville

Tyler Ward Own Williams Matthew Yeurig Benson Yu Erich Zimm Ian Zondervan
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Thanks to all the folk

who were instrumental in

making my 9 years at RSGC
memorable and successful

Mr.McMaster. Mr. McElroy.

the Doctors (Leatch, Ryall,

Newton), Mr. Hutton, Mr
D'Arcy. and Mr. Love.To

my Buds, nine years is a

long time to be in one place

ind I'm glad I met all of

you.To my family (Mom
Dad, Michael. Alex. Key
Grandma (x2) and Grandpa)

thanks for the all the support

and years of tuition).

And to all the times:

DOGHOUSE. Mckinnons,

Annex, Burgundys, point 5

on the bench, u-13 b-ball,

Cancun, cruising, semis,

summer jams, the Cadillac

(and Merc), and for all the

times that I don't remember

for one reason or anoter

Cameron

Alguire
.ITS BEEN REAL The

THREE MUSKETEERS.
Hell yes.R-S-G-C

Knights... .the ultimate war

call.

"Baseball is life the rest

is //is/ details.

"

Its been awesome. I'm off

to Texas. Yce-Haw!

James

Appel

Love Spoils

i awake the day alter

in a buzzing ultrasonic electric cage

sparks Hare like whips

sharp visions

foresight and pain

rotating repeatedly

thunderous out of tune organs

rippling repeatedly

dull elastic tremor

echoing her laughter

as she pours acid into my spasming cage

searing my memory with rage

her smile swirls

into sunken cheeks

creating whirlpools on each

as she watches

my flashbacks projecting on my chest

she knows 1 know

that I /ell for her trick

intoxicatingl> in love

with her gill

not knowing what was hidden within

my one and only dream

plays back to me again and again

with force and fr ight

for i am the fool

H-ho took her gold

and now 1 have her smile to

watch

repeatedly for eternity

-by James Appel

To my family, I love you

guys. Mom and Dad thanks for

the support and freedom I

needed to get to where I am
today. To Margot and Robin

thanks for everything you guys

have taught me, I couldn't ask

for better sisters. To all my
friends DJ, EN, AH, AT, BB,

CA, CS, CG, CF, PG. DH, BM
MR, ED, TC. DZ, and all the

grads thanks for all the good

times (and the shloppy ones)

The last seven years of my life

would have been nothing with

out all of you and I'll never for

get you guys. To all the lovely

ladies at BH. BSS, and HC,

thanks for making life interest-

ing and for all the memories.

To all my teachers, thanks for

all your hard work. To all of

those who have left us this

year, I only wish you all knew

Graham

Atkinson

the impact you've had on my
life. I'll see you all again. "You

don't realize really what yoi

got ill it's gone"- Ahmad

It's hard to believe that my
St George's career is over. 10

years, I've probably outstayed

my welcome by now. It was a

long, strange trip. I'd like to

thank all the staff for their

time and effort, it was greatly

appreciated. To my
family -

Eldo.

Harriet,

Dan and

Rory -

thanks for

your love and

support. My time at St

George's was very memorable

and for that I can only thank

my friends. You guys kept me
laughing to the early hours of

the morning, and helped me
learn more than in any class.

Never let schooling get in the

Sam
Bennett

way of your education. This is

in no way a goodbye to you

guys. With so many memories

and so little space this is the

hardest assignment I ever got.

but what can you do. Thanks

again all!

"Keep on roekin' in the free

world"

Love and peace. Sam

-20-



Thanks to all the teachers

who put up with me. especially

when I didn't deserve it. or who

didn't call me on it when I

played computer games at the

back of class. Thanks to Mr.

Jamieson for help and guid-

ance. Thanks to all my advi-

sors, especially Mr. Stevens

the only one I had

for more than a

Wow. that was one good

time. Thanks to my Mom and

Dad for helping me through

some rough times, and most of

all for your support in m\

return to St. G's. Coming back

to St. George's was the best

decision I could have made.

Thanks Mr. H. for allowing me
to come back and giving me a

second chance, it's been great.

To the St. George's basketball

team and coaches, thanks for

all the memories on and off the

Brad

Bolton

Adam
Beresford

court.Three Amigos. And last

- of all. thanks to the

Mckinnon house-

hold for all the

parties provided

over the years.

Bring back

Orlando.

year. Thanks to all my
teachers. I learnt more in

your courses than you might

have realized based on m
marks, not all of it related to

the course though. Thanks to

everyone I hung out with over

the years, too many to list,

especially since I'll probably

forget someone anyway.

Thanks most especially to any-

one who hosted one or more

parties over the years; high

school would have been even

bu.rder without house parties.

Before I forget, quotes; you

probably know where they're

from

"When I look back on all the

crap I learned in high school,

it's a wonder I can think at all"

"Forget about your ego, for-

get about your pride, and you

will never have to compro-

mise"

"I don't need to fight, to

prove I'm right, I don't need to

be forgiven, its only teenage

wasteland"

I've had a good time at St.

George's. I'd like to thank

thank Mr. V
for

his great

course and

all the skills

that he has

taught me
and Ms.

Deblois

for being a great advisor and

teacher.

Zachary

Bush

"Take care ofall your mem
ories

For you cannot reliv

them.
"

Bob Dvlan

Dick Chow

"One's first step in wis-

dom is to question every-

thing and one 's last is to

come to terms with every-

thing. " - Georg Christoph

Lichtenberg

"The only true wis-

dom is in knowing you know

nothing. " - Socrates

o
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It's finally over! Mom
and Dad. I couldn't have

done it without your sup-

port. Ginny. Rob. and Drew

- thanks for keeping me in

line and covering my back

when I needed it. Mare. I

couldn't have made it

through the year without

you. To all my buds Jones.

Harris. Fisher, BOBO (looks

like someone's been drink

ing some bubbly water).

Teddy.

Colm,

Dhowe,

Stretch.

COCO.
BMAC,
Bush.

Roebuck.

Cam.

Cody, it's been great! All the

times at McKinnon's house,

the weeknights out and the

fust period classes in great

shape. MUSKOKA sum-

mers at the KEE, Bala Bay

and snotty fox. They could

never be forgotten. CAN-
CUN. watching the sunrise

and getting the first break-

fast! Thanks to the teachers.

Mr. Love. Mr. McMaster

(RIP). Mr. McEIroy and Ms.

)eblois, thanks for the help

ml support. Have another

boys!!

"Be great men not |iist

good but great men"

John R. Latimer

Tim Clark

Ryan Cookson

It is amazing that every

year at St. George's has been

better than the last. There

have been so many people

around me that have made

that possible. First, thank you

to my parents for sending me

to this school and to Trevor

for supporting me. For those

first shaky years in the

Junior School

thanks to

Mr. Birkett

and Mr. Reid

for getting me

on the right

track. In the

Senior School,

thanks goes to Mr. Farrar. Mr.

Hutton, Dr. Ryall. Dr. Leatch,

Dr. Newton and, of course,

Mr. Love for excellent class-

es. AP American history was

the hardest and best course I

ever took. Thanks to Mile.

Barchuk and Mr. Stevens for

ncouragement, Mr.

Doerkson for donuts and to

Misters Wade-West and

Martin for musical inspira-

tion. Also, thanks goes to the

other prefects for an excellent

graduating year, especially

the grade 12 prefects: Cam,

Cody and Mike. Finally, a

big thanks goes to Ms. Miller

and everyone in the speaking

union lor a great year.

Well here we are at the

end, and doesn't it seem like

the time flew by. The four

years I have spent here were

filled with their ups and their

downs, however looking back

I'd have to say that I had a

good time. I've met so many

new people that I'm sure will

be my friends for a very long

time. Jed - your house is a

men's club. Tyrone - Bang

Bus. Zelly - George, turtle,

etc. (there are too many

names to go

through

Shier

you re one

crazy hacky

sack mother. Devon - Adam

Sandler. Steve - My Bloor

West Chief. Gordo - Chicken

Chow Meain. And I can't for-

get all the boys who came

with me to Japan all those

times. And to everyone I did-

n't mention, I love you all hut

there just wasn't room in this

50 word blurb for you, sorrj

St. George's. I'll miss sou.

nut I'm glad to be getting out

ni here.

Nolan Davies

Aurele De
Bosset

For the last 5 years I have

had the pleasure and privilege

to be a part of the Georgian

community. I have developed

through my interactions with

my peers and the staff.

Everyone's care and support

has been truly remarkable. I

think it's only fair to thank

my parents for

their

uncon-

ditional

love and

support.

What does it mean to be a

Georgian?

"Fink! Get out of my office.

*exits* What have you

done!? Get back here!"

"Ma'am, we haven't left the

school since yesterday night.

Can we go get breakfast at

Mel's?"

"Sir, we need keys to our

office."

"The network is down....D-

link!!!!!!'"

"Wiznet sketched it up.

Again."

"looozher this is grade 2

mathematics in Poland!"

"Sir. I don't understand this

question." "Ave looozher. I

checked it over with the

English department''

P.S. Thanks for 5 amazing

years.

P.P.S.: High speed trains are

coming to North America.

Get reads for300km/h.

-22-



Well boys, it's been so

much fun I can barely put it

into words. I have had such

an awesome time at RSGC
that it would be impossible

for me to name all the things

1 would like to name. But

first off. though. I'd like to

thank my mom and dad for

sending me to a little school

two blocks away. I'd like to

thank my big brother for

keeping me on my toes for

the past 6 years. I'd like to

thank the teachers for guiding

me through these years,

although it's been hard. I've

enjoyed it. I would also like

to mention the coaches I've

had who pushed me to excel.

even when I didn't want to.

Finally I'd like to thank my
friends for making me the

crazy person I am today, but

keeping me sane all the

while.

"I have never let my school-

ing interfere with my educa-

tion." - Mark Twain

Well we're done now. but this

doesn't mean it's the end. I

hope we all stay in touch.

"Life can only be understood

backwards, but it must be

ved forwards."

CHEERS

Edward
Durrant-Taybr

Chris Fisher

First. I'd like to say thanks

to everyone who helped me
along the way, for the people

that told me to get up when I

was down and kicked me
when I needed it. Thanks for

the life lessons and thanks for

the good times. I'll never for-

get them. To Mom and Dad.

for all the support and encour-

agement, and working hard to

send me to places like St. G's.

To James for the motivation,

and Alix for the advice. High

school has been

the best years,

and I'll never

forset them.

"Goal limes

will always be there, you just

have tofind them." -'?- I'd like

to think we have found them.

and will continue to. From

grade 7 street parties (food

poisoning, mom) to UCC lawn

parties, we've been there.

B.M.'s house in etob's has too

man\ memories, as well as the

time we spent at Doghouse.

Harpooning, and especially

Cancun. It's been too much

fun, and it wouldn't have been

that way without all the boys

who were there every week-

end. Thanks.

-McMaster. McElroy, Chief

and the best: Kilcoo.

Ross Fraser

So many people to thank.

First and most importantly,

thanks Gan. Without you.

none of this would have hap-

pened. Teachers: Mr. Fowler

and Mr. Payne, thanks for the

trust and the fun. I've learned

so much. To Mr. GW/Fink.

thanks for everything. Mr.

Martin, no music = no Ross.

Many thanks for the

opportunities and the

lessons. I'm running short on

room, so great big thanks to

Dr. Newton for JCS - tones of

fun. Mr. Shum - Math would-

n't have been possible without

you. Mr. Hannaford - Great

taste in music, and so many

others that don't fit on this

page!! Justin. Aurele. Gary.

Tim. Sandy. Pat. Ivan, and

everyone else, you're all the

best. It's been a great 5 years.

Thanks for everything and

see you in the funny pages.

Devon Frost

Finally, five years of high

school is finished. The best

two years of m\ life were

here, at Royal St. George's. 1

would like to saj thank you u

my Nana and Papa, my
Mother. Stepfather, and m\

Dad. and m\ Sister All for

being there for me when I

needed \ ou the most.

"Nobody controls me. I'm

uncontrollable. The only one

who can control me is me,

and that's just barely

possible." John Lennon.

There's no one else w e'd

rather be but ourselves.

Nobody else we'd rather be

but ourselves.

No one else we'd rather be but

ourselves.

Cause could you imagine

wanting to be somebod\ else.

-23-



Andrew

Gordon

Robert

Gleadow
It's been a long, long,

ight and a half years at St.

George's and for all my
complaining I wouldn't

have had it any other way. I

have 150 words to sum my
time up here while attempt-

ng to keep this from sound-

ng like an Oscar acceptance

speech. So here goes: First

I'd like to thank those teach-

ers from my early years

here, Mr. Birkett. Mr.

McElroy. Mr. Denis, Mr.

Reid ((hanks for putting up

with me in classics and

Advisors, when I was there).

Mr. McMaster, Dr. Barlow.

Mr. Love, Dr. Leatch (your

class will always be the

most fun) and Mr. D'Arcy
you were, and still are

teachers of the highest cal-

iber. To all my friends, you
guys have always been there

and you'll be with me forev-

er. Mom importantly (hanks

to Mr. Jamieson: I am where
am in music todaj because

'I you. You are a first class

musician and an inspiration

in mj life. Yvonne, you
make mc truly happy and I

love voir Finallj THANK
VOI Mom, Dad and Sarah

You yasc me every opportu

nit} and nevei gave up on
mc. I Love .

'
in

Good I.uck to all

in everything

that .mi do

Me

After six years at one

school I have learned a few
things. First. Ms. Hill is the

only way to get out of trouble;

become friends with her and

you're in the clear. Second, no

matter how strong you are, it

can't be done alone. Anyone I

have ever been friends with

has helped me through high

school in one way or another.

Dave, I can't wait to bring my
kids out to Sunday football.

My family, you have helped

me through everything more
than you'll ever know. I have

nothing to say but thank you.

Also, no matter how much
you say you hate them, some
teachers actually do a lot of

good. Dr. Skalinski. my mark
doesn't reflect what I have

learned because marks can't

measure thinking for oneself.

And remember,

Don 't lake life too serious-

ly; you 11 never gel out alive.

Kevin Green

Six years come and gone,

its been fun. but 1 am happy
its over. I've met some amaz
ing people, made some great

friends and got the chance to

learn from some exceptional

teachers during that time.

Thanks for some great times:

from Gettysburg and walking

Pickets' charge to Prague

(even if I did get robbed) to

badminton and a school musi-

cal which was a lot of fun to

do, to just messing around in

the halls. I think

I've learned a lot

in my time here

and I think it

will serve

me very

well in

The three years I've spent

at St.George's have been awe-
some. The great sports teams

are what convinced me to

come to the school, but many
irritating shoulder injuries kept

:ontact sports out of the ques-

tion. "Pain heals: respect lasts

forever." I'd like to say thanks

to all of my teachers and

friends, for all of their support

and good times. For all you
crazy leaf fans like me, GO
LEAFS GO!!!!! And to Mr.

Rankin and his Sens, keep

dreaming. I'll leave you with

some nick names that people

might remember me by: Buba.

Scott Hockey. Ghettoway, and
those who know me best call

me Shall. To Dalhousie

University, watch out cause

the crew is on i(s waj ' Na Na
Na Na. Na Na Na Na. Hey
Hey Hey, Goodb\e. Those

words are for the Sens when
they meet the leafs in next

year's playoffs.



Matthew

Hamlin-Douglas
Well it's been a very "inter-

esting" 4 years. I guess I

should start out by "shouting-

out" to all my "homies". To all

my socializing buddies. Nolin.

Jed, Zelly - thanks. T-Bone -

Sal's, barbeques and Bubbas.

Alexandra - piercings and the

Red Room. Rieger. Spears.

Parker - cruising. Cancun. and

KFC. Sarah - so man)' great

memories and times. I also

have to thank the teachers that

I've come to know over the

years, there's too many of you
to list, so I'm assuming that

you know who you are.

Whether I was in your class 01

not. you really helped me out

- thanks. But I can't forget to

give a special thanks to the

Big Guy (PS). Mt. Herk. Mr.

Rankin and Mr. Love.

Ruth and Lauren - thanks

for everything - from help

with homework to writing late

notes, you guys did it all.

Mum. thanks for letting me
handle myself, and for step-

ping in when I needed you to.

Dad. I tried to do everything

the way you would" ve - it

worked.

Adam
Harris

It's been a long six years.

I've seen a lot of bad things

come, but I've seen even

more good things leave. (No
Skipping?... Yeah

right!). ...Lulu, my man with

the plan (no.no.no

I fold

them in a

certain

way)... .To

my family,

especially

my parents. I've given you a

lot of grief over the years,

but you truly have been my
life support, those who I can

lean on. (Thanks for the help,

even when I don't want

it)....Sarah (...), the person

who really knows me ( and

what I'm thinking!), thanks

for everything.... To my yatti

fiends. Mandy and Kait ( !

)

To my MBP3 brothers,

can't wait till we're all chill-

in in B-dot together....To
anyone not mentioned. I did-

n't forget you. we
cool!....And finally to the

other love of my life, MJ.

we'll be together again soon.

Peace. One....

Andrew

Harris
Wow. I can't believe it's

been 10 years! There has been

a lot of ups and downs, but I

know for sure, that w ith the

teachers I've had and the

friends I've made, there is no

other place that I would' ve

rather been. I'd like to thank a

few teachers in particular.

Thank you to Mr. McElroy,

Mr. McMaster. Mr. Reid. Dr.

Leatch, Mr. Latimer and Lub.

Mr. Love. Senorita DeBlois.

Mr. Ackley, Mr. Evans, and

Mr. Thornbury (Argentina!!).

To the St. George's Boj s,

Dukszta. Kim. and Katy G:

We've had the wildest and

best times together, we've
been tight through thick and

thin, and we're gonna stay that

w aj . You guys are the best

memories of high school. Last,

but definitely not least. I'd

like to thank my parents and

ister (Mi Hermanita). who are

the reason that I'm here today.

love you guys very much
Harris

John

Hawryluk
5 years. HA! People hav (

come and gone, and so have

the ridiculous trends I got

ovolved with. The grade

nine eating, then golfing.

then skateboarding, now its

metal. I would first like to

thank m\ parents and familv

for putting up w ith me and

my cd collection. The teach-

ers Lee. HH. VH. Hill, and

the wisest men out there

Leatch and Viljoen. I also

have to thank TB. RG. JP.

JR. DF. SN. SW. ML. JW,
TW. AG. CR. DW. RR AQ
for the good school times.

NVH, KD, DN, FT. ML.
DN. JM. W&S. DG. DS.

JC. Minime for all the mis-

hief, Volcom. BC Rich. JD.

Becks. HMV. Lastly special

mention to the TML. In

Flames, my warlock. Keeta

badestmetal Todd. Michelle

Alicia for the parties and

ad\ ice, and Holly for stick-

ing up for me every time!

ind Andre for being the

wickedest bro.Ultimatelv.

we're all dead men. Sadlv

we cann

end. In

order that we are

remembered as men. keep it

real. ..later, -clavman-

HAYVRYLUK666

o

CQ
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When I arrived at RSGC
way the heek back in grade

seven, I was young, naive,

and a social catastrophe.

And now, when I'm old.

jaded and a social catastro-

phe, I apparently have to

write these 150-odd words

to communicate some sort

of grand emotional plati-

tude thanking the many

people who have touched

my life.

So thank you all. This

school has done much for

me, and 1 appreciate the

help and support I have

received over the past si\

\cars.

There are too many peo-

ple to praise, so I won't tr\

to name you all. but if you

think I should thank you, I

already have.

Matthew

Hayles

Justin Ho

A significant

period of my
life is now

at an end.

Thanks to all

the staff and teachers that

have served to shape me into

the person I am today; you've

all changed and affected me.

It's been fun. and the

knowledge, skills, and memo-

ries I've collected over the

past 10 sears will serve to

chance me for vears to come.

So as this school year now

comes to an end.

I look back and remember

where the road came to a

bend.

My time at St. George's

has been memorable indeed.

Unfortunately it moved at

too fast a speed.

Parties and friends, good

times and bad.

I struggle to remember all

of the fun that we had.

As the years went on and

future came to past,

Memory after memory was

created that will forever last.

behind.

Inspiring words,

a legacy, a piece of my mind.

And seeing as I made it

despite all opposing bets.

I can saj the onh thing

worse than calculus is having

regrets.

David

Howe

The day has finally

arrived, and high school is

over! My Georgian life has

been enriched by so many-

dedicated, and caring people.

Some I've known since junior

high (AD. JR. JA). and some

I've gotten to know over the

years

(PW.GW.TW.MY.AK.etc ).

But I can't

leave RSGC
without thank-

ing those

who have

helped me
tremen-

dously:

my famil)

(for the push and

support when I needed it

most), Mr. Van Herk (for

helping me with university

stuff, and the tasty donuts =P)

Mr. Shum. Dr. Ska. Mr (fine

feathered I.Rankin. Ms. Hill.

Ms. Wager, and the list goes

on.

Darren

Hu
Some fond memories that I

will never forget: Selwyn

House Tournament in

Montreal. Dr. Ska's disastrous



"Bumblebee Tuna. Excuse

me your b***s are showing."

To everyone who has

helped me along the way.

Teachers, janitors and stu-

dents. Mom and Dad. Jack

and Jane, Checkers ( the

coolest dog in the world) and

all the cats.

And most importantly, my

friends, you know who you

are and of course Devon.

Moore Park WHAT! We had

some good times.Hurontario

and all you Faulkers. too. See

you in the summer.

"Some get

stoned/some get strange. /But

sooner or later / it all gets

real. Walk on, walk on...?"

Neil Young

Keep your stick on the ice.

- Hutch

Thomas

Hutchison

Anybody **^fi^

who in this world has half a

loaf

And a home in which to

live

Is no man's master and no

man's slave;

Say to him, Be happy

always, 'for he possesses a

world ofhappiness.

- The Ruba'iyat of

Omar Kayyam

Jay

Jolliffe

David Jones
This has been a long jour-

ney, 10 years to be exact from

the first grade 3 class to the

first grade 12 graduating class:

it's a journey that I will never

forget.

There have been so many

fond memories and so many

great lessons learned along the

way, from great teachers to

awesome coaches to amazing

friends.

I would have to thank my

family (Dad. Mom. Ruth, and

Casey) for all the support they

have given me over the years.

To my teachers. Mr.

McElroy, Mr. McMaster (we'll

miss you). Mine. DeBlois, Mr.

Lee, Dr. Leatch, only to name

tew

Now on to the bo\ s,

from all those parties at

Sandy's, to the parties in

Cancun. a toast to "Los Tics

Amigos". To all the boys at

school, and in hockey, you

uys made it all so much fun

and 1 will never forget you.

-Cheers

I came to RSGC w ith the

intention of becoming an aero-

nautical engineer, and I have

come out an economics stu-

dent.

The past four years of high

school have been an adventure.

Despite onlj being here for

two of the four years, due to

absences. 1 still had a gi»*l

time.

1 have to thank all of the

staff, but in particular 1 would

like to thank Dr. Mark R\ all.

Mr. Alex Shum. Mr. Da\ id

Rankin, and Mr. James Lee.

I would also like to thank

Ms. Natasha Hill

for all

the help ^§
over the

years.

Yes Mr.

Stevens I

do have

more

llight time

than you!

And last but not least Mr. Hal

Hannaford.

And do not ever forget:

"Milliners makelh men."

"Ifyou can count vmir

money you don't have a billion

dollars." J. Paul Getty

"Trustyour captain.... but

keep your seatbeh securelyfas-

tened"

John

Josephson

Q

CO
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Jim

Kapches

He was star ofall the

Rodeos

but now they rob him blind.

It took eight-

een years of

Brahma

Bulls

and life...

on... the

line, to

get

this

spread and

a dec cut herd but now he's

ioingfine, pulling night

guard...

Stan "the man" Rogers

Seven years at RSGC. I

came as a child, and I leave as

a man. This school has done

wonders for me and my life,

and I owe it all to my parents

for not letting me make my
own choice, which would

have been decidedly poor. For

anyone reading this, I'd like to

say that you get from life only

what you put in. That state-

ment is very true. I'd like to

thank Doug Jamieson for his

wonderful eloquence, and for

making choir

class

the

high-

point

of my
day. To

the phys-

ed staff,

thank you

'or supporting

me in all my endeavors. To
all my friends, thank you for

your friendship, and may the

invisible hand guide you in the

right direction. And finally, to

the institution, thank you for

preparing me for life. I'm

ready, I'm done, and I'm out.

Peace.

David

Kerr-Vayne

\ 7

AM

Albert

Kong

I enjoy candle-lit dinners, long

walks on the beach, romantic

walks to the convenience store

with my dog

(Rover),

and casual

picnics

under

the

moon-

lit

sky.

My
interests include

writing poetry, making beauti-

ful music, and watching the

sun rise and set.

Oil a more serious note, a spe-

ial thanks to all my friends

and teachers thai made high

school a memorable experi-

ence. Thank you all.

Eight years! I've been at st.G's

or eight years of my life... It's

been an interesting ride filled

with many good memories:

getting away with (almost)

anything, the alleys ( 1st. Bibo,

Dunz AKA: Japan, karma), the

corner (Batman's in business),

semi's, dances, MS.HILL
(thanx, for always being on
my side and being the first

thing I see in the morning, u

kept me
straight),

Stans,

ISLAND
TYME
AKA
sun-

daes).

Thanks

to the

teachers that pushed

and inspired me to name a

few: Mr. Lee (Tito).

Mr.Doerkson (thanx for ur

help), Dr.Leatch (the allegory

of the cave) and to the rest,

thanks for trying. To the boyz

It's been fun and blurry (har-

ris, got smokes.'). Thank sou

to my family, you are my
strength. I will see \ou all

soon. No regrets.

"Everything comes back to

von. don't hustle to stay (dive.

Be good"

- ehren liuson, Lu. LULU, lui-

son. lu/ion. Lucj

Ehren

Liuson
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Michael

Love

Everyone was in a rush to

leave RSGC. I just made the

best of the time I had.. To

everyone who laughed, partied

and put up with me with me
over the years, right on! Don't

forget, this

isn't an obit

uary. This

is not

farewell

either. I

will

see 4you

all again

and I'll yell like

heck when I do. Love to

Mom. Dad, my favourite sis-

ters, other family and friends.

Peace.

Seven Years. Holy Hellp!

I can't believe it all went by so

quickly. I guess I have a lot of

people to thank during my
seven years. First of all. thank

you Mom. Dad & Grandpa,

who stuck me in this school. I

might have been a different

person if they hadn't. To my
sister. Debbie, who guided me
and had her friends beat the

crap out of me. I guess I

needed that. Birkett. Ryall,

O'Leary. Hill. Donkin. Farrar.

Rankin. Reid. Leatch. GMar,

McPhedran. Shum & Newton,

thank you for some great

years, and McDowell.

McElroy, McMaster. Orlando.

Love, and Cooper, I wish you

were here to see me graduate.

And to my friends. Gleadow.

Jolliffe. Clark. Hugh. Kerr-

Vayne. and all the rest, there

were some great times. Not

much else to say. Seven years

summed up in 150 words is

never easy. Thank you St.

Georse's. Cheers!

Jonathan

Lucas

Peter

McGrath

Like a fine wine I have

aged well at this school. As a

newly bottled red I was guided

and whipped into shape by

Mr. McElroy. and I am all the

better for it. After a few more

years. I was further molded by

the energetic teachings and

approval of Mr. Love on the

tarmac and off. As I

approached my prime of 10

years and the pinnacle in my
fermentation at RSGC. Dr.

Skalinski took over and

sparked my passion in

physics, this was purely a

result of his equal passion for

teaching and his care for his

students, which though he

tries to hide through work and

torment all his students know-

he has it and all appreciate it.

And finally

thank you

especially

to my
famih fi
and

friends *") y
who. /(J "^f
though — ^ .

you couldn't help

me much with physics helped

in every other u ay possible

and I love you all for it.

Damn this word count, too

many years, too many people,

too many memories.

I have never had so man\

hlurrv nights in my entire

life: most of which none of

us can remember! All start-

ed with Rosedale Park. G-

Money you know what I

mean. My team Three

Muska-Teers ( Bab} -Maker.

MckHo. Boofton). Everj

weekend at 48

Queen Anne,

thanks Mom.
The unfor-

gettable

death pit. 45

toot funnel, oh

yeah! Oh. when I met

stretch: remember the 'inci-

dent.' Three Muska-Teers

get Thompy. The Draw,'

courtesy MckHo and

Boofton. On the Gardiner

after 16 in the Volvo: fun

times Bab\ Maker. G-

Money and Boofton.

remember the 'Surpers!'

New Years Parties 'Balmoral

Frat House.' Expensive

Doghouse nights; bring

back John Candy Room!

Oh. and 'Amsterdam.' The

legendary 'Tres Amigos'

(JaHonez. MckHo. Boofton)

in Cancun; pictures explain

it. Thanks Mom for every-

thing you've done for me:

my friends are very grateful

too. There's not another

bunch of dim-w itted. party

inimals that I'd rather spend

4 years with.

Brad

McKinnon
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Wow. 9 years. There are

some people that need to be

thanked for getting me
through this.

Teachers: MacMaster: for

the wisdom: McElroy: the

years in math: Leatch: 10

things in life: Rankin: hav-

ing the ability to relate any

movie to geography:

D'Arcy: the best final year

in ball hockey; Van Herk:

for all the help with

Universities: and of course

Mr. Kerr: for Softball. 1

would also like to thank the

JV my mom. the big PA my
dad and my brother and sis-

ter. Also my best boys.

Mitch, Josh, and the Goose.

Last but not least. I want

to thank my girlfriend

Meghan for being there for

me throughout my final year

and support-

ing all of my
decisions and

putting up

with me: Love

you forever

baby girl.

Thanks to everyone for 9

wonderful years!!!!!!

Alex

McNabb

I am grateful to have

attended RSGC for the past

six years. This school has

developed my mind, body, and

soul to their fullest potential,

and above all, taught me the

true meaning of respect and

responsibility while nurturing

the voice to project them. For

this 1 am equally indebt to all

the incredible people who
have taught me over the years.

Mr. Reid for how to write and

Shane

Milne
be a gentleman. Ms.

Somerville and Mr.

Holdsworth for improving my
writing. Mr. Wade West for

giving me a love for music.

Dr. Leatch for life's lessons.

Thank you to those who have

reassured me in times of strug-

gle: Dr.Ryall. Ms.Kaye. and

Ms.Hill.

Shout out to all the boys.

Props & respect to every sin-

gle one of y'all. May peace

and happiness be your closest

companion. Special thanks to

those who lent a brother a

hand - you know who you are

Pain is strength, suffering is

knowledge, and injury leads to

recovery,

UHHHHHHHHH! I can't

believe seven years at RSGC
has passed by so fast. I

remember the day I arrived in

grade 7. I was loud, obnox-

ious, and amiable. Now look

at me. As a Georgian. I have

learned much about life, mak-
ing friends, building relation-

ships, and keeping existing

ones. The breeze of energy

that blows through the halls of

RSGC has taught me the value

of believing in something for

which I live and breathe. I

want to thank my parents for

putting up with me. for paying

all the bills and for being

there.

Aaron

Mitchell
and for helping me along

the way. Sarah, you are in\

lavourite sister, keep shining.

To mj boys, you are the great

est and m\ life long friends.

Mosl of all, I would like lo

thank the teachers lor instili-

ng in me the best gills of all:

the gilts of courage and

know ledge, bui more impor-

tantly, ihe wisdom io know ilk

dilleienee.

Haddon

Murray
Having attended St.

George's since Grade 3. the

school as an institution and

community has had a pro-

found effect on who I am.

Since I am something of an

egotistical narcissist, that

^^^^^^^leaves me

^fr H nil^
. Wmore peo-

» Tple around

^^ /K / the school to

thank than I

. {have space

tor here. However it is not

beyond my arrogance to give

t a shot, so here's the short list

(in no particular order):

Mr. McElroy. Pat

Keristechi, Mr. Jamieson. Mr.

Sarellas. Mr. Reid. Mr.

McMaster. Dr. Newton. Dr.

Ska, and Dr. Leatch (who's

help in grade 5 I do recall,

despite his subsequent dis-

paraging remarks).

During my tenure at RSGC
I have gone from being a bare-

ly literate (no joke) unintelli-

gent kid with no confidence,

nto the full blown cynical,

caustic-headcase that I am
today, whether or not this can

be said to be a positive change

maj he debateable. I can saj

that I am a happy, confident

person, and that ain't had.

"I <ln not wantpeople to be

very agreeable, as It saves me tlw

trouble ofWang than </ great ihiif

-.lane Austin

"It's Inner n> be /'im,/ nil,

than pissed on."
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It's hard to believe that my
time at RSGC is over. My
experience in high school has

had its ups and downs. But. in

one sense that is what made it

such a valuable experience.

The "ups", were far more
than just enjoyable. They are

the memories of my youth I

will keep forever, and always

be able to smile about. The
down-times throughout high-

school were equally as impor-

tant

though.

They

taught me
to appreci-

ate RSGC
far more.

especially the

lessons, friendships, and spirit

that I will take from my stay.

Special thanks to: My par-

ents, all the boys, Jtrain,

Atkinson, mhc. Mr. Evans,

thanks for the guidance.

Pappy, you'll always be with

me. Carleton for putting up

and being there for me for the

'ups". but especially for the

downs", I love you. Legit

Soundcrew! and everyone else

whose played a role in my
ife.

Evan

Norton

Sandy

Norton

Well, it's been 7 years since

I first came to RSGC, and
now high school is all over; so

now I can let out a big sigh of

relief. Good times here at

RSGC. glad that I'm leaving.

but I'll miss it. Thanks to the

teachers, especially the big

VH, Dr. Ryall, El

Newt, Mr. Shum.
Mr. Farrar, Ms
Hill and HH.
Thanks for the

good times

everyone,

:pecially DKV, PM,
JH. RG, GW, TW, JHO, RF,

CT, DZ, DH, MR, PS, SW,
Etobicoke and the TCC. Big
thanks to my parents for

shelling out the cash so that I

could go to this place and for

their support.

Thanks.

"/ may not have gone where

I intended to go, but I think I

have ended up where I intend-

ed to be.
"

Douglas Adams

Well, I can't believe that it

has come to this. Six years has

never gone by so fast. I'd like

to say that my time at RSGC
has been the best time of my
life thus far. Particularly all of

the trips, especially Budapest,

Prague & Vienna and Cancun
Sarah). First off. I'd like to

thank all of my fellow grads,

but especially Spears. Rieger.

Matt (Old Man), Tyson and

Winston. You guys are the

greatest ("Friendship is rare" -

JB). Also, thanks to all of my
teachers, especially Dr.

Leatch. G-Mar. Mr.

Holdsworth, Mr. Reid, Mr.

Birkett. Mr. Love. Mr. Kerr.

Mr. Hannaford,

Robert

Parker

Mr. Wade-West and Mr.

McMaster (RIP). Most impor-

tantly, I'd like to thank m\
family for all their love and

support throughout my entire

life. Goodbye RSGC, and

thanks.

"You would have seen it

comin' but we gave you too

much time" -Ax] Rose

I guess it's finally that

time of year. It sure took

it's time to get here.

Thanks to all who deserve

it. especially Kevin. Alex J.

El, Martin. Taryn and Ticia

Tim

Parker
for putting up with m\ bitter

ranting. Special thanks to

the peo-

ple that

funded

this little

endeavor,

aka Mom
and Dad.

The only

thing I can

offer to anyone at the school

next year is this: Take a Dr.

Leatch course. You won't

regret it.

And finally. I find my
last year of high school can

be summed up rather nicely

with this:

A man comes out of a

shopping mall to find the

side of his parked car

rammed in. Seeing a note

under the windshield, he

reads it: "As I'm writing

tltis, a dozen people are

watching me. They think

I'm giving von my name,

phone number, and insur-

ance company. But I'm

not..."
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James Patava

To my family. Mom.

Dad. and Lauren, you've

been there through every-

thing, thank you (more than

you could ever know). To

my friends -Ian, Don. Jim.

Rob. Tom and Tom- we've

been through a lot (good

times and bad) and I've

come out a stronger person.

Teryle. without you none of

this would have been possi-

ble; I love you (To J Love

D). The girls. Adeline

(Puffy!!!). Laura (LMac),

Alexandra (What's Love??)

- we partied hard and had

fun. Never forget, that the

greatest times happen up

north. Deves, you saw me
through a lot, thanks. ..for

the spaghetti. To all

mv
teachers, you prepared me
lor a world 1 never thought

I'd be read) lor. specifically

Dr. Newton (you taught me
io believe in "Jesus" ami

appreciated my "purple

prose".) Ms. Hill, your

patience and understanding

will never be forgotten; you

arc truly an asset to KS(iC

To everyone else, thanks ~

I'll never forget it

I never let St. George's get

in the way of having a good

time, and I always had a good

time. Thank you to my friends

and family, without whom
nothing would have been pos-

sible.

La la la la la la la la la

Ooh-Ooh
Ooh-Ooh
It's gonna

take a

lotta love

to change

the way
things

are..

It's gonna take a lotta love

or we won 7 get too far.

-Neil Young

Ian Pattillo

It's been the best six years

of my life here at RSGC.

There are so many crazy

memories. Nat's cottage (Dav

really clogged the toilet! ).

Adam's boys weekend. Semi

Formals - ours and HC! St

Clair Res. TTC bus rides.

Hurlow's house (New Years

2000 -DAV!) CANCUN-
The Chain of Rooms!! Who
PHI on his g/f door? Best Trip

EVER! DW. ML. AH, SB.

RC. DH. KS, CR. JT JJ - all

great guys! HC girls, thanks

for some great memories that

will not be forgotten! To the

teachers and staff. Big Red -

Ball hockey was great!

Hannaford.

Love, VH. Dr.

Leatch. Ms.

thanks for

all the help. I

am going to grad-

uate! Anna, thanks

for everything you have done

for me. I will always love

you! To my family and every-

one else, thank you for all the

love

and support, it's been a

great time'

Linton

Porter-Taxlor
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Andrew

Potichnyj

SlavaYKPAIHI...

To my parents Zenko and

Sonia, I wish to thank you for

giving me the opportunity to

experience RSGC, and for the

great life that you have pro-

vided for me. Even though, at

times it may seem as if I do

not appreciate the things you

have done for me, and the sac-

rifices you have made; I do.

But you must remember that

sons are born to trouble their

fathers. To the rest of my fam-

ily, Oleksa and Cassandra;

remember to always do what

feels right, and to never let

someone other than yourself

dictate the course of your

lives.

I wish to thank a few key

staff members at RSGC who
guided my life in the proper

direction. Dave McMaster. Mr.

G. Love. Dr. Leatch, Mr.

Jamieson, and especially Dale

Hume. - Thank You.

For everyone else, I leave

these final words;

"You can choose every

detail ofyour life, but do not

forget, you cannot choose your

heritage.
"

... Heroyem

Slava!

To suggest that nine years

of my life can be summed up

in 150 words is silly, most

things in life are. Everything I

have ever experienced has

molded me into who I am
today. That is all that is impor-

tant. Every staff member

deserves my thanks. Some
showed me The Way and oth-

ers displayed poor judgment

and misplaced priorities, but

both taught me invaluable life

lessons. An "extra special"

thanks to those who shared my
enthusiasm for administration

bashing, the swine! My spec-

tacularly dysfunctional family:

Nana. Papa, Grandma. Mom,
Dad, Madeline & Tim. I

would never have pulled it off

without your support and

cajoling. I desperately love

you all. Eccentricity is our

secret weapon!!! My friends;

my gals and my longhaired

conspirators. The cottages,

RIP Browning island, hkana-

hkana. You are all just so

delicious.

Adeline, my love. I have

never met a woman so patient.

Thank you for making me
smile and absorbing my tears.

You are indelibly a part of

who I am and distance can't

take that away.

Apathy is the sanctuary of

a feeble character. Care. Speak

up and out. If someone tells

you to stop it is because they

are afraid you are right.

Activism is an intellectual's

duty.

I miss you Chief. Thanks

for the day. comrades.

Don Pyper

Alex Quick
It's been fun. but my time is

done, summer's close, and so

is the nice warm sun. hun!

So I didn't go to Cancun. this

is true, so I had a bit less brew

than all of you. but in the end,

the time 1 did spend, at this

school has been real cool, but

if I stayed any longer I'd be a

tool.

Everyone in

the grad

class is a

great guy.

and when

I think

about

leaving I

try not

to cry, but

everything good eventually

must die, so I'm not going to

sigh, or cry . or at least I'll try.

I would like to personally

thank the Champion for being

the most hilarious cartoon

character at the school, the

Son of Northern Darkness and

of course the Count for

spreading the word of Varg.

J.J, maybe you'll be flying me

iround in the future. Jed con-

gratulations on being one of

the most random people I

know! Lets have a moment of

ilence for Jeff W. who bright-

ened all our days with his

ramblling and utter lack of

lothing. May his gutter

always keep him warm.
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It's been a fun ten years.

Started in grade 4 as one of

the worst grades in histo-

ry.. .now in oac with the

same reputation, at least

we're consistent. Now on to

bigger and better things. Big

Ups to Jesus. Massive!

Special thanks to all those

teachers who put up with

me :

Mr. Latimer.

Dave McMaster. Mr.

McElroy.

Mr.Martin.Ms. Miller.

Ms.Somerville.Mr.Love.

Mr.Wade-West, Jesus and

all the others. .oh, and Dale

(he likes country music),

Jesus, Family- mom. dad.

Phil all my friends-

Jesus.Chris. Rubin (thumbs

up!),Johnny.Jer (I ride the

big horse

now ).Widgets.Mike.

Duhveed. Selmoot, Sleepy

Bear Jay, All the Havergal

ladies, Guillermo.Satchmo.

bird man brrrr! my music

buddy Ross, Jesus and any-

one i forgot and all the other

grads (except mitchellh.Jt's

been fun. "When in doubt, a

do-nothing attitude contin-

ues to be the best course of

action" - m\ fortune cookie.

Chris

Reineck
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Michael

Roebuck

Well I guess all great thing*

eventually have to come to an

end. 1 can safely say there

isn't a close group of friends

anywhere in the city who can

.aim they had a better time

during high school than us.

From all the parties, semis.

CANCUN, Mckinnon's

house. ..we've had too many

great times. It seemed every

weekend there would be a new

memorable night. As for

RSGC, I've watched the

school rapidly change before

my eyes. There are many tra-

ditions which make this schoo

special that cannot die. A sin-

cere thank you to all the teach

ers and coaches who have

helped me over the years.

Especially Mr.McElroy. Mr.

McMaster. Mr. Wade West,

Mr. Love, and Dr. Leatch.

Best of luck to all the Grads in

the future. I leave RSGC with

great friends, memories and

proud to be a

?i;t;** Georgain

1 can't believe it's been 10

years already. A decade. I can

remember almost c**pping

my pants on the 1 st day of

school. Lifers! Well there's

been tons of memories. The

dances, parties, semis (which I

got kicked out of). Semi-

videos, photos, compromising

moments. The party that near-

ly demolished my new house

& neighbourhood. All thru it

I've had my family and my

cats. The support was great

would like to thank the fol-

lowing staff: D.Rankin (Only

you have the power to be

mean... to Justin). McElroy

Best teacher to start my

career with) G.LOVE. Mr.

Farrar. McMaster (R.I.P), Max

Denis, Kerr, Ack. Evans. VH.

Reid. CNewt. Leatch &
Othings, Ms. Hill, and Ms.

Wagar

If all else fails there will

always be ski-

ing.

some-

where

n the

world

it's cold

enuf to

freeze ur

b*lls and ski!

"/ have the best job in the

world!" Mike Douglas, pro

skier.

Charles

Morgan

Rubes

Sauer

For four years St. George's

has been my second home.

I'll miss all of the good times,

U-16 hockey to Montreal, sen-

ior hockey and lacrosse. All

of the great parties, and of

course Cancun. Well this is it.

no more parking tickets before

1 0. no more sports on the field

(tarmac), no more late slips,

and no more infractions (what

were those anyway, I don't

think I ever saw one). I would

ike to thank my parents and

family for all of their support.

The teachers, they are the best

ones I've ever had. And more

personally, Mr. VanHerk, Ms.

DeBlois. and Mr. Hannaford.

your efforts made the differ-

ence. And last but not least all

of my friends, you know who

you are, good luck

next year.

Cheers.

Cody

A school can be mam
things to any one person,

but above all things I think

a school is a place to grow.

For me. St. George's has

definitely been a catalyst

"or growth. It's really

important to be able to feel

comfortable w ith the people

you spend every day with,

and school has been a really

supportive, amiable place

since I started in grade 9.

From the random eccentric-

ity that flows through the

halls almost as fast as the

bathroom leaks, to the exu-

berant antics of each year's

graduating class. St.

George's boasts one of the

most diverse and all around

great student bodies 1 have

yet to experience.

Thanks for four great

years !

!

Taylor

Sharpe

Our greatest glory is not

in never failing, but in ris-

ing each and even- time we

fail.

- Confucious

Be happy, but never sat-

isfied.

- Bruce Lee

Taylor

Sharpe

o

CO

o
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It has been a fun four

years at RSGC and I'll

probably miss the place.

I'd like to thank all my
teachers and Mr. VanHerk

for their assistance. My
advisors over the years also

have my greatest apprecia-

tion: Father Donkin. Mr.

Kerr, and Dr. Newton.

I'll never forget the

friends I've made at this

school and

thank them

for being

chillin: TY,

zak. nolan.

devo,

zele, jed,

bert, and

several others

"Been waitingfor the

lime when 1 couldfinally

say, that this has all been

wonderful hut now I'm an

my way.
"

- Tom Marhsall

Adam
Shier

Mr. D'Arcy, thank you

for your guidance and teach-

ing me to love mathematics.

Mr. Love, I hope that I am as

passionate and enthusiastic in

my own career. Dr. Ska,

R.S.G.C is losing a genuinely

devoted teacher. sNEWT dog

= Good Times.

Dav, Mike. Linton. Ty,

Hurlow (reluctantly), Harris,

and Steve, you are good

friends and we had darn good

times together. I'm relying on

you to log them in your

quotes as "social lubricant"

wiped them clean from my
memory.

Mom
and Dad,

I can't

thank

you

enough

for a

truly

nurtur-

ing and lov-

ing upbringing. Meghan,

you're the greatest sister and

I will remember your "con-

structive criticism" when

dressing myself. Jess,

you're my Sweet Thang and

my one true love. I wanted to

end with a good quote, but

like everything else, I pro-

crastinated and sacrificed

quality.

Cheers R.S.G.C,

Kevin

a.k.a. Stilts, Tetherpole.

LDJ. TC. Pull-Out. P-Door.

John Lennon.

Kevin Smith

Had some fun. Class

sucked. Some teachers were

cool. Some weren't. Grad

room is the best place in the

entire school (unless Ms. Hill

is looking for you). Glad I'm

gone. Peace out.

Thomas

Smith

James

Spears

It was a fun six years and

I will always have fond mem-
ories of my times here at St.

George's.

I would first like to thank

my parents for their constant

love and support. Andrew,

enjoy every moment, it really

will be gone before you know
it. To Rob and Mike: It was

great, I think we had some

fun times.

Matt,

you

are a

crazy 'f.

old

man,

and

hello

to

(obligatory) Sarah. Tyson,

hey buddy. Wool. Yeah! Zak
Bush, you were a good advi-

sor buddy, though not a great

one. Ms. DeBlois, thanks for

all the help, and I hope you

start having better luck. Mr.

Reid. I greatly appreciate all

that you've done for me. Mr.

Martin and Mr Wade-West,

"thanks for all the music".

Mr. Hannaford. Dr. Leatch.

and Mr. Van Herk.

Wasn't thai funny?

Cancun! A big (hanks to

everyone not yet mentioned,

it was great.
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Wow ! Ten years go by

really fast. I can still recall

my first day at RSGC.
I walked into the Gr. 3

and 4 combined class taught

by the great Mr. McElroy not

knowing anything at all. I

was shorter than Mr.

McElroy' s desk and had no

front teeth. Things have

definitely changed.

I'd like to thank all the

teachers that have been here

during these ten years

because all of you have

helped shape the person I am
today. Special thanks go to

Mr. McElroy. Mr. Birkett.

Mr. Wade West, Mr. D'Arcy.

Dr.

Skalinski.

Mr. Shum,

and last

but not

least Mr.

Hannaford.

Thanks to Mr. Van Herk for

guiding me through a suc-

cessful four years of high

school and Mr. McMaster for

teaching me the meaning of

"Respect".

Finally, thanks to all the

Grads especially the ones

from the Gr. 3 and 4 class, it

was fun growing up with you

guys. I guess that's it. Peace.

Jonathan

Tarn

Well ladies and gentle-

men I would just like to say

that this has been an incredi-

ble 6 years. I almost wish I

had one more year, for more

than one reason.

First I would like to give

a few shout outs, the one and

only "dal crew" (you guys

are da shiznat). Remy you

will go all the way "the

Quietus is just the

begin-

ning...",

and to

everyone

else out

there who

put up

with the

turrets.

I had a lot of extremely

great teachers, you've taught

me some lessons that I will

never forget, thanks for mak-

ing my years at RSGC so

good. A special thank you to

S.D.G.. you made this last

year one I will never forget.

Jeffrey

Thompson
Take life in stride, don 't

let one bad thing bring you

down, get over it and move

on, but most

importantly.. learn from your

mistakes.

Being the first year in

Ontario to go through the

four years of high school. I

guess we may have missed

out on some things, but all in

all. it was a great time and

now to move onto bigger and

greater times. These years

were tough though, having to

sometimes give up. "more

fun" activities because of

schoolwork. but I was taught

how to balance my w hole life

so that I

would have

enough time

to achieve all

my goals and

also have

time to

relax.

Jon. metal on! We were

the Tyrants! Remy, Quietus

is just the beginning!

Extriemist Club (and no its

not a spelling mistake). And

the rest of you. . .1 have noth-

ing else to say so...

Christopher

Todd
"Close your eyes and

imagine to be without what

we take for granted every

time we open our eves.
"

The Sound of

Perseverance

TODD

Jesse

Todres
It has been quite a rip-

ping good 5 years at ol St

G's and I couldn't imagine

spending it anywhere else.

Big Thumbs Up go to the

parents who brought me to

this world and school and

were always there to sup-

port, and to the sister who
was always there to nudge.

Bonnie my tutor and John

Karantonis MASSIVE.
Props to the educators who
crammed some good stuff

into the ol' cranium: Mr.

Love (You did this Jay?!?),

The Newt, Chip, Ms.

DeBlois. Mill Dawg. Guy

Paulin. Dr Schliefer. To the

friends: Saucepan/Chris

(Thumbs up!) Olive

(Martinis). Jer-Bear (Virgin

Dakiiiri). Jay (Sleepy-

bear), sel-moot mike, dav,

linton, lu (trip-outz). widg-

ets, harris. dkv. The

Havergal Ladies, and any

who I've cruelly forgotten

about. And most impor-

tantly to all of the ongoing

Shtieks. which have kept

me sane, from boysgun. to

yacht dog. WOOOO-WOO
and Where?!? There !?! It's

been a slice boys, let's do

it again sometime and

remember CH1X DIG
JEW-FROS!

" And so all things, lime

will mend.

So this song will end.
"

- The Sardonically

Irreverent Pink Floyd
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Experience is a hard

teacher because she gives

the test first, and the lesson

afterwards." This is what

high school was all about.

It's about living to tell the

story; the story of a cab ride

home, or a long night in the

Annex, the story of a bas-

ketball trip in Montreal, or

the time we lost Jones. ...and

don't forget the countless

nights with Brad and Sandy.

Being young is great, party-

ing is essential, and laughter

is key. I've never met such a

close group of guys as the

ones at St. George's. We
PARTIED with everyone,

were better than the best of

them, and LAUGHED loud-

r than the rest of then.

Whenever girls came in and

ut of our group of friends,

we still stayed together.

Every weekend, holiday

and school break holds its

)wn imprinted memory
faded or patched b/c of a

select cumber of things.

the) are still in my memo-
ries. K. Smart you arc truly

one of a kind. I jus) want to

sa> thanks to all the staff at

St. George's, and a special

thanks to

my MOM
& DAD for

making it

possible for

me to

attend

R.S.G.C

'CHEERS!.'

Adrian

Turchet

Thank you to my parents

for sending me to St George's,

it was the right choice after

all. and to my sister for her

support throughout the years.

To the staff, thank you for

some great teaching and

wonderful memories(Mr

Holdsworth + "Ginger Ale"

=Burlap Bags cast party).

Alexander

Turner
To everyone else (my fel-

low grads), thank you for the

good times (semi's), which

were many, and the bad times

(semi's), which made the good

times better.

I can't really believe that 4

years has actually gone by, but

I feel better for having spent

those 4 years at RSGC....It's

good to be done!

-AT

7 made the Softball team!

Thank you everyone who
has made my time here at

RSGC such an enjoyable one.

I'll try to name a few. First off

Mr. D'Arcy, thank you for

every ounce of support you

have given me in every aspect

of my high school career.

Thank you to my teachers

who put up with all my antics

and my behavior. To my
coaches, thanks for all you

have taught me and I can

guarantee that I will do my
best to put it to good use in

the future. And finally to my
riends... have fun off at uni-

versity but one final piece of

advice:

"Never let anyone tell yon

that yon cannot do anything

and live life to

the fullest.'"

Thanks for 3 great years

everybody

!

Tyson

Wachter
For my grad quote. I

thought that I would do a rela-

tively common thing, quote a

song. BUT I'll one up that, and

quote two, which will make
my grad quote twice as good

ts other peoples!

"These two hoots of mine.

have brought me a long wax.

through rain and sunshine,

through badlands and better

lays. They've seen a thousand

faces, they'll see a thousand

more this life is a long jour-

ney, its not over that's for

sure. "The Bruisers

"Because you're young.

sharp as a knife, you need that

buz: to come alive, out on the

edge, out on the town .you

ain't got time to settle down.

you're always sure, you're

always right, you sec it all in

black and white, you never lis-

ten to anyone because you're

young, "-i .. ' SPara

Thanks to all m\ friends,

teachers any anyone else

who's helped me get through

Ugh school, also Jesse,

because it's nice to mention

siblings, (sec last scar's \ear-

)ook).
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Lightning flashes, sparks

shower, and in one blink of

your eyes, you have missed

seeing.

It's hard to believe it has

been five years since I came to

RSGC. Now it's time to move
on, to finally realize my full

potential. None of this would

have been possible without

Mr. Siewert, whose guidance

and understanding over the

years has helped me get where

am today.

Thank you to Mom and

Dad. Fiona. Susan, Rachel.

Michael Shoore, Mayer, and

Fareed for all their help and

support. It's been a long road,

but we made it.

Thank you also to Dr.

Leateh. who taught me that

gun control

meant using two

hands :)

Fergal

Warde

"And then one day you find

ten years have got behind you

gjg no one told yon

when to run.

you have

missed the

starting

gun.

"

David

Winterbottom

It's hard to believe that the

walks up to 120 Howland are

over, but it's been a helluva

ride. Firstly, the classic thank

ing of the family: Mom, Dad,

Marina, Baba, I couldn't have
done it without your support.

Thanks to the entire faculty

for your commitment to the

tudents - 1 don't think we'll

realize how dedicated you are

until we're gone. Dale. I'll

kick your ass(ociate). Most

importantly, thanks to my
buds who have made high

school so memorable - we've

had some awesome times.

May 2-4s (passing out in the

bush), keg duty, semi's, par-

ties. Cuba, the condo. cooler

golfing, keggers. and Cancun
(so savage), just to name a

few. Cheers boys, it's been a

blast.

"And I will never, ever,

ever, ever grow so old again.

My high school career is

almost over. I can't believe it.

It seems like its been such a

ong time when really it's onh
been 4 years.

First off, I'd just like to

nank my parents for showing

11 of their support and being

with me the whole way.

I'd also like to thank all of

my teachers for all of their

support they gave to me.

Dale

Wiseman
Just to name a few.

Senorita DeBlois. Dr. Ryall.

Mr. Thornbury. Mr. Evans and

a thanks to Mr. Lee for such a

great final year of hockey.

See you all in university

and always remember GO
LEAFS GO!!

-Dale "Soft Hands-

Wiseman

Gary

Wong
It has been a quick eighl

> ears for me at RSGC. It's

now time for me to graduate

from high school and move
on. but I'll never forget

these eights years that I've

pent here and the lessons

that I've learned. Thanks to

my family and friends for

always being there and

always supporting me. and

thanks to all the staff for

their help, guidance, and

kindness. I'd like to thank

(in particular) Dr. Skalinski

for teaching

me how to

think.

work hard,

and lots of

formulas

that I still don't understand.

Mr. Doerksen for teaching

me how to "plug and chug".

Mr. Rankin for always

being there with a little bit

of comedy to make things

interesting. Dr. New ton and

Mrs. Miller for encouraging

me to write and be gram-

matically correct (whenever

possible), and finally, every-

bodj in the office for your

help with university affairs.

and always being there for

me. I'll miss being here, but

I'll be around... Good luck

everybody
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To those I have thanked and

to the grads:

O' in these hallowed hulls

we walk. With bowed heads

and humbled talk. Where

Great Men have walked in

past. Surely we will not be

the last.

Through troubled times and

many pains. It was not for

nothing, think of the gains,

A place to learn, to make

some friends, To prepare for

what fate might send.

Many lessons, many trials.

We have walked many miles.

In only one look it'll all be

none. It is now time, we

must move on. Never forget

the bad, nor the good.

Always

remem-

ber both,

that we

should. ()'

in these

hallowed

halls we walk. With bowed

heads and humbled lalk.

This is to the Georgians:

1. life is balance (think

about this one)

2. make the school yours

3. don't make any enemies

(especially teachers, they

help you when you need it)

4. find your niche

5. talk to the caretakers

(you'd be surprised, great

guys)

6. ( ieorgian < ode

7. make at least one teacher

i g< " id Friend

X. sa\ '"['hank you"

Timothy
Wong

Sometimes I regret having

gone to a private high school.

There are no girls, there's no

playing field, etc. But when I

stop moaning, what springs to

mind is the sheer, inspiring

quality of the teachers here.

I've been lucky enough to

have been taught by the likes

of Mr. Orlando.

Gage Love,

Dr. Leatch,

Dr. Newton,

Dr. Ryall,

Mrs.

Miller, Fr.

Donkin,

Sensei Miller, Mr.

Holdsworfh.'Mlle. DeBlois,

Herr Siewert and Mr. D'Arcy.

Stephen

Woodiwiss
It's clear that all of you sin-

cerely care about your subjects

and your students; thank you.

To both Ms. Hill and Ms.

Wagar: you're awesome. And
another thing; in what other

school can you chill with

almost anybody? The friends

I've made here are the best

people I know, and I hope we
can all keep in touch, boys!

finally, lots of love to my
Mom, Dad, and my brother

Chris, for being encouraging,

supportive, and challenging all

it the same time. PEACE.
If you're not growing, you're

dying.

"Your future only belongs

to those who believe in their

dreams"

Wow! After four years. I

can finally say that I'm done.

These four years have been

the most wonderful and inspir-

ing years of my life. I'd like to

take this opportunity to say a

BIG "Thank You" to everyone

who supported me through

these times and shared my
success.

Marco

Yeung

David

Zelikovitz

What's up

everybody... thanks to my
family, my momma, poppa,

big bro ben and of course

duffy.... thanks to all the

phys. ed staff.. .this school was

good to me... thanks to all the

guys before me who showed

me the way.... all the hockey,

soccer and lacrosse

boys.... will never forget Van

City soccer trip (Ackley's

bicycle kick in 20T w as

crazy! !!)... to all my
friends... annex crew you guy

made summer in the city

always a blast Chronic

Boys 4 life ("J-Ridge" &
Nolan -"What's up

Boss?")... will never forget tin

good times here. ..(leafs will

win the cup in 2007 and 2013

"Don't take life too serious

ly...live easy, breathe easy,

laugh, joke. play. ...cause we

all die one day"- Zelicus (The

Great)
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David

Zhang

•sat.

Rather than give a cliche

speech on how the last five

years at St. George"s have

been the best of my life. I'm

going to share a few pieces of

ad\ ice for the future St.

Georges students. First of all,

an embarrassing picture of you

passing out over the weekend

WILL eventually make it back

to school to be printed and

posted (K.G. you learnt this

the hard

waj 'i

Secondly,

hanging

out with

the

smart"

peo-

ple

means

nobody ever sus-

pects you when something

goes wrong, even if you really

did do it., so I hear, of course..

Thirdly, don't make too many
balding jokes at Mr. Sarellas

or else he will let Haddon use

you as a tackling dummy.

That's it. Everything you need

to know to survive at RSGC..

So kick back, have fun and

enjoy all this school has to

offer. Cheers

"Trying is the first step

towards failure." - Homer
Simpson

Thanks /<> family, friends and teachers

who made my lime al RSGC as good as

ii »i (iv vnii know who you are. You don i

know what you've got' til it's gone.

Sean Da vies Kevin Fowler

Robin Gainer Winston Hugh John Karantonis

Jayson Lin Jed Ridgway Alex Rounthwaite

Matthew Wilson
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CONGRATULATIONS
R*S#G*C

CLASS OF
2002*2003

Carol & David Appel

Bob & Sue Atkinson

Harriet Lewis & Eldon Bennett

Kim Bolton & Barbara Bolton

Jeff & Sherry Davies

Philippe De Bosset & Farideh De Bosset

Pamela Durrant & Colin Taylor

Robert Gleadow & Stella Gleadow

Alastair & Marilyn Gordon

Stewart Green & Jean Green

Dr. Ricardo J. Harris & Mary-Anne Bolton

Valerie & Brian Harris

Allan Hawryluk & Donna Hawryluk

Richard Hayles & Diane Kenyon

Bob Hutchison & Carolyn Reams

Robynn, Scott & Courtney Jolliffe

Kphraim Liuson & Betty Y. Liuson

Jim & Joanne Love

Richard Lucas & Carol Lucas

Jean. Paul & Geoffrey McGrath

Ian & Sandra McKinnon

Peter & Jayne McNabb
Blake Murray & Nancy Riley

Gary & Ruth Norton

Frederick Parker & Prancesca Mallin-Parker

Jerry & MaryLou Patava

Franck Perrin & Pamela Taylor

Stephen Taylor & Bonnie Porter

Sonia & Zenon Potichnyj

Doug Quick & Diane Quick

Peter Reineck & Alison Youngman

Cynthia Small & Elly Reisman

David Robinson & Marlene Robinson

David Roebuck & Anne Hardcastle-Roebuck

Jonathan Rubes & Judith Gilman Rubes

Charles Sauer & Suzanne Fitzpatrick

Jill Davis, Joan Danforth & Family

Brian & Mary Smith

Michael & Linda Spears

Ralph Swaine & Jane Swaine

C.H. Tarn & Sennie Tain

Gord Thompson & Patti Thompson

Michael Todd & Linda Todd

Dr. Flavio Turchet & Janet Turchet

Heather Ferguson & Cameron Turner

Karon Bales. Charles Beall

Brian Vyncr & Margaret Vyner

Richard & Wendy Wachlcr

lack & Lynn Wiseman

Raymond Wong & Pauline Wong

Bill & Patricia Wong

Nick & Maggi Woodiwiss

Jerry Yeung
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The Prefects
head prefect

The 2003-2003 Prefects:

Head prefect. Jay Jolliffe

Ryan Cookson

Ross Fraser

Cody Sauer

Mike Rieger

David Winterbottom

Don Pyper

David Kerr-Va\ ne

Cameron Alguire

Kevin Smith

Tyrone Berryman

Stephen Woodiwiss

to
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Stewards 2003
P

H
H
CO

Stewards from left to

right: Gary Wong,

Peter McGrath, Chris

Renick, Tim Wong,

Matt Hamlin-Douglas,

Jonathan Lucas, Kevin

Green, Tim Parker,

Jonathan Tarn and
David Zhang.

Non-Stewards: Sam
Bennet ( the guy in the

middle laying across

everyone).

Stewards absent

from this photo: Ian

Pattillo, Tom
Hutchison, Justin Ho,

Union Porter-Taylor,

Lee Vyner, John

Josephson and Aurele

De Bosset.

Oh Behave!

StewardWanabe&iji.

and Man of Mjjjf.fy

Mystery...

Austin Powt

Kevin Green - Student Ambassador

im Parker - Mentor Program

Jonathan Tarn - Mentor Program

Jonathan Lucas - Community Service

an Pattillo - Grifter Editor

Tom Hutchison - Grifter Editor

David Zhang - Junior School

Justin Ho - Junior School

Linton Porter-Taylor - Head Server

Peter McGrath - Drama

Chris Renick - Music

Lee Vyner - SS Communication

John Josephson - SS Communication

Gary Wong - University Affairs

Tim Wong - Robotics

Aurele De Bosset - Robotics

Matthew Hamlin-Douglas -

University Affairs

Ian, I know it's hard to look at

Tom with that growth on his

upper lip, but we all try.
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Acklcy. Mark:

Alias: Scott's dad

Excellent covert in

crowds of rabid sport

fans, able to eat multi-

ple doughnuts at one

time

Algarvio. Glen:

We don't know how this per-

son was listed in our archives,

but he was pretty cool about

having his picture taken. You

know it's not easy getting

photos for yearbook and he

was exceptionally nice about

it.

I

Baby. Jacquie:

Telecommunication

expert, if she puts

you on hold it is

advised to move

away from current

phone as it will

explode.

Bajin, Cherene:

Barchuck. Michelle

Cook, Lori:

Highly dangerous

when paired. Beware

of kind disposition,

they can make their

move at any

moment.

Warning: Highly

dangerous. She may

attempt to terminate

target by working

them to death by

citing all of their

resources. In a spies

ine of work, that's

no joke.Her one

weakness lies within

her partner; code

named: "the Fonz".

When confronting

subject be sure to

implement this

weakness against

her. Subject also has

knowledge and

access to chemicals.

Ms. Bajin, if you

are reading this, we

have the Fonz.

Leave the money in

the previously nego-

tiated place.

Bonetta, Jenifer:

There is little information

on this operative, she had

eluded us until we were

able to track her and take

this picture. Very elusive,

no other data. So I can

type anything here and ii

will show up in the year-

book? Like 1 can write

something like:"I am
w nimg here" or "have

you ever seen ihe pink

swamp gas ovel the

moon in Moosejaw ".

Wow that's prerts, cool.

Birkett. John:

Highly clever operative.

Beware of his ability to turn a

chapel service into a historj

lesson. Operative also has the

ability to work despite being

retired.

Btihh. Richard

Carlanena, Delia:

What can I say? They're smil-

ing' What more i\o you want

from me? I've been here for

hours typing awaj and I can't

s.i\ I know these people per-

son. ills. I'm Mire they're nice.

^
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Carter. Michelle:

Information ana-

lyst. Be warned

of repercussions

of late library

books. Is right

hand woman to

Ms. Hall.

Carswell. Ian:

Very quick, like really darn fast.

He went through that race

FAST! I was hanging out at the

starting line and like five min-

utes pass and there he is! I did-

n't believe it. In any case, if

confronting this operative bring

roller blades or something.

Buchanan.

Christine:

Warning:

Extremely dan-

gerous, engage

with extreme

caution and

inflict maxi-

mum firepower.

It's like that rab-

bit out of the holy

Grail! It's all

innocent and

hopping about

wiggling it's tail

and nose. Then

the foolhardy

one goes out and

is all like: it's

only a bloody

rabbit! Then

uddenly the

crazy rabbit

jumps out of

nowhere and

bites his head

off!

Darcy. Chris:

Alias : Big Red

Able to hold

authority over

others. It is

advised to

engage subject

in groups and

swarm him

when he lets

his guard

down. Subject

holds mastery

over basic

programming,

not advised to

confront him

electronically

Comeau. Jeanne:

Weapons expert,

engage with maxi-

mum caution. May
conceal weapons

within: soup vats,

ladles, hair nets,

serving spoons,

cakes, milk cartons,

and food heaters.

gs
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Carter. Bruce:

This operative is

suspected of

tampering with

the schools tiles

and experiments

and may be a

defector. While

not proven, it is

suggested to pro-

ceed with regular

operations while

in his presence.

If he is working

for another

agency, we'll

soon find out.

Darvasi. Paul:

Contact with

subject is highly

restricted.

Subject contains

the ability to

eliminate sub-

jects with termi-

nal blandness.

Maximum cau-

tion is advise

with this subject.

CO

%
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Doerkson . Gerry:

Alias: The Gold Plated TI-83+ with built in

coke dispenser.. .man.

He may look innocent and friendly, however

he has become ruthless and unpredictably pre-

dictable. 'Today, we will be reviewing what

we did last class.' These may be the last

words \ou will ever hear.

fo

CO

Deschamp . Benjamin:

First year in the agency,

rumored to have blinded

a man with his ponytail.

Goes under the bouncer

alias of 'Tiny'. Despite

my skepticism my col-

leagues insist that he is

'very sopistocated' and

is trained in ninja

arts. ..okay I made the

ninja arts part up. ..but he

really should be. come

on. ..he has a ponytail.

w.



Heibein. Holly:

Curses! Why don't you do some-

thing negative so I can point out

your minor flaws!!! ...Wait! I have

one!. ..Never mind I missed the

moment...

Fowler. Charles:

Another technology girted indi-

vidual at the agency, howev-

er, agent Fowler typically

operates within the bounds of

the junior academy.

Edwards. Gordon:

This operative, clever-

ly disguised as a cus-

todial artist. Through

this disguise he has

infiltrated some of the

most heavily protected

government agencies

in North America.

Hall, Ruth:

Many years at

RSGC make this

operative highly

skilled at scaring

the skin off of stu-

dents. Or turning

them to stone,

which ever comes

first, it usually

depends on the

student actually,

see, i'm really

more of a skin

leper. In any case,

bring a reflective

shield to show her

who's the boss.

Graham, Alsion:

'Haha, that was a

good one Adrian -

making fun of my
spants again, you

devil you. I'm serious

though, stop making

fun of my spants, I

like them, they're not

quite pants, but their

not quite shorts. It's

ittle bits of uncertain-

ty like that that keep

my life full of excite-

ment.' Beware, this

agent is notorious for

trying to distract you

from your mission

using any means pos-

sible. Including

spants. ..actually back to

the spants.

Hannaford. Hal:

Extremely adept at

Judo, why do you

think he is called the

head master? Ahhh

so.. .anyway. If he

can't beat you with

his elite judo skills,

then look out

because he may also

try to tango with

you. If confronted

by this subject, sug-

gest that you bring

either a judo gi or

dress shoes.

Actually.. .both.
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Jones. Carolyn:

This crafty woman
works behind the

scenes in the RSGC
cafeteria. It has

been said that she

may place hidden

cameras in food. If

you hear a "crunch"

noise as you bite

down on your

scrumptious chick-

en burger, you may

have just eaten

$5000 worth of spy

equipment.

Martin. Gary:

AKA: "The band

man" Speaks mul-

tiple languages.

Including BeepBop

which consists of

'tikki tikki', 'bopi-

tybopbop'. and

'ship-bop-duang'.

The language is

absolutely security

proof, seeing as

nobody understands

it. It is code for

"Jazz Rules".

Hutton. Tim:

Political activist

inciting uprising

through reading

forbidden mani-

festoes.

Formerly a sci-

ence fiction

character but

now disguised as

library staff

member and pol-

itics teacher.

Hill. Natasha Jo:

Expert in detection of

forgery and decoding of

complex "late excuses."

(For example, "I was

sick" is easily interpret-

ed by Ms. Hill as.

"We've been discov-

ered. Abort immediate-

ly." She is also able to

produce several late

slips in a very small

time period. Be

advised that you may

be carrying a secret

message concealed

within the paper fibers

of your late slip.

Jamieson. Doug:

Is it really necessary for me to explain

the shifty eyes that this man wields?

He is clearly up to some form of mis-

chief. Regardless of the form of mis-

chief, he has blown his cover and will

be informed of this during his debrief-

ing ASAR This man has an uncanny

ability to direct large numbers of peo-

ple to project their voices and make it

sound decent! Then, if they are lucky,

they have the privilege to travel the

globe and show off to all! (All for spy

reasons of course)

Holdsworth. Richard :

If you think about it, Mr. Holdsworth

would have made a good spy in one of

those really old spy movies with the guys

with the crazy voices. He really would!

I'm not insane... He could be one of

those spies who likes gardening, although

I'm not sure whv...

McPhedran.

I. aura:

AKA: "Biology

Expert"

With the knowl-

edge of 147

lethal knife

wounds on the

human body,

Ms. McPhedran

may pose a

threat if con-

fronted while in

possession oi b

sharp object
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Alias: "I eader ol ( irade

4" Maybe she thinks

that il she cannot see us

we cannot sec her.

Hidden talent.... making

grade J's seem invisi



Juan. Norman:

This man is

crazy!!! Just kid-

ding... Personally,

I have only seen

him approximately

3 times in the 3

years that I have

been at RSGC.
This OBVIOUSLY
indicates that there

is some kind of

spyish dealy going

down. He is so

good at staying

undercover that we

can't even confirm

or place a legiti-

mate suspicion

upon him.

Lee. David:

The white suit says.

Casablanca. One of

the greatest spy

films of all times.

Here's looking at

you kid.

Kaye. Andrea:

She is obviously

suspicious, jeeze,

she only comes in a

couple days of the

week. That means

spy... I spy. with

my little eye, some-

thing that is blue.

The sky!! Ahahaha.

I tricked you!

Lee. James:

A crafty character, known for his exten-

sive knowledge of baseball and having

shirts tucked in. He was originally

assigned a mission which was to ensure

that order was sustained on the RSGC
campus. Unfortunately, he took his mis-

sion too far, and before the "Agency"

could call him back from the field, he

had taken things into his own hands.

Without reason, he started to chase stu-

dents down who were attempting to skip

chapel which caused the children to go

home, crying to their mothers, about the

terrifying day that they had had at

school.

Leatch, James:

AKA: Man with a Scottish

hat.

Beware of this man! He

can teach a class without

hair! He is only wearing a

disguise in this picture to

hide from bad people... He

also has the ability to

reflect light off of his head

directly into people's eyes,

thus making it hard for

people to see him. This

sheen can be magnified

and used as a high-pow-

ered laser when needed.
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Hume. Dale:

Often thought of as

the nicest man alive

because of his

exceedingly friendly
|

behavior. He often

says nice things

like. "Get out of my
way you precious

children." He can

be seen here in the

lightest of moods

eating a healthy

snack. A gruff exte-

rior hides a heart of

gold.

Loucks. Sean:

This guy conies to

school in the morn-

ing, coaches, and

does stuff with the

little children, such

as play sports...

This is clearly a

cover for high secu-

rity operations

known only to the

Jr. School operatives

including after

school care and

members of the U16
basketball team.
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Miller. David:

Alias:Judo Master

Able to throw ene-

mies through walls,

in the blink of an

eye. Gathering

recruits from both Jr.

and Sr. school to

overcome Mr. H. H.'s

regime of terror.

Newton. Caroline:

Having been teaching for only

two years at the agency. Mrs.

Newton may seem new to our

community. Be aware, during

her first year she was taught the

ancient skills and techniques in

keeping her class room in line,

in the Cavalry Club. In this

exclusive club, the members

learn how to keep animals in

line, perfect for teachers.

'ivm

Siewert. Gerd:

Alias: The Man of many

Talents.

This operative is one of our

highest decorated spies. He

is multilingual, being able to

speak: English, French,

Latin, German. Eastern

Swahili, etc.. . Just remem-

ber other of his skills

include photography, teach-

ing., and riding around on

his motorcycle causing

chaos all over the world.

Newton, Christopher:

This operative has an elite

crew who specialize is the

art of disguise and imper-

sonation. Be aware when

this operative is seen driv-

ing his spy-mobile ( an old

black Alfa Romaio

Sarellas. Peter:

Though this operative looks like hip rock star, be

aware of his ability to make a gym full of guys run laps

over and over again without getting off his swirl chair.

Caution is advised when dealing with this agent, just

remember, don't get too close to his chair.



Phillips. Angela:

This operative has great

power at our agency. Be

aware she is skilled in

many langues and she

isn't afraid to use 'em.

When this agent

approaches you. the best

way to defend ourself is

to start to muter jiberish.

What ever happens, don't

stop.

Pavne. Aaron:

This operative is highly

skilled in computer technol-

ogy. Though he specializes

in Macs, he may seem vul-

nerable, but be aware.

Sources tell me. that agent

Payne and agent White are

teaming up.

Caution don't stay logged in

for too long.

Ryall. Mark:

Alias: Howard

Stern, and Cross

Voodoo guy

This operative has

the ability change

his appearance at

will. A rare skill he

acquired after years

of gambling and

owing several loan

sharks piles of

money. Caution is

strongly advised,

due to his ability to

squeeze all your

money before you

can say 'Holy

schmoley. that's

Howard Stern'.

Roche. Emma:

With that smile this

agent may seem all

fun and games but

when it comes down

to community serv-

ice time, she's puts

in her hours..

O'Leary. Paul:

Alias: Science guy

This agent is quite pow-

erful, and trained in

chemical and biological

warfare.Caution is urged

when dealing with this

operative.

Miller. Evelyn:

Caution, this agent is

ready to improve and

adapt to any situa-

tion. Keep in mind

her main weakness

includes florescent

lights and loud nois-

es. Remember that

that umbrella isn't for

any rain . but for

those class room

lishts.

Reid. Moms:
This agent has a Irish

accent and is a master

at rugby. Be aware

strength isn't his only strong point, he

is also quite wise for years of teach-

ing philosophy.

Schaffer, Lauren::

This agent is highly skilled

in making photographic

copies of enemies spies and

other operative. Be aware,

if she spots you, your cover

is blown.

-55-
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Stephenson. Janet:

Remaining mostly in

her recently dis-

closed location of

128 Howland. this

agent is a tutor in the

furthering of young

minds. If seen, please

invite her to visit the

junior and senior

schools more often.

Stephens. Rudi:

Mainly a nocturnal

member of the RSGC
network, this agent

specializes in intelli-

gence gathering

activities. Posing as a

janitor. Agent

Stephens monitors all

night-time residents

of the school.

Somerville. Janet:

Another member of the

staff that is elusive to

our photographers, this

agent is pictured here

with her gang of hood-

lums in the background.

They refused to be seen.

Taylor. Brenda:

A member of the

Coalition of See-House

Secretaries, this agent

assists in the admissions

process to this, the most

prestigious of espionage

institutions. Without this

ke\ agent, the adminis-

tration would have no

way of replenishing the

ranks of young spies lo

learn the fine art.

Skalinski. Peter:

Alias: The Mad Doctor

Don't let his charm and his warm
smile fool you. Behind this delightful

exterior beats the heart of a deranged

chemical madman. If spotted, do not

take a drink of his coffee. He should

be considered armed and dangerous

and quick-draw with his Physics text

book

Stevens. Tom:

Alias: The

Mathematician

Lurking about The

Oasis, Stevens is an

ingenious agent of

evil. His rapid cam-

era flashes seem

harmless enough,

but be on the guard

for the hidden sub-

liminal message:

"Math is Cool"

Skinner, Sandra:

Residing in the depths of See House, this agent is reported t<>

work uiih the devious Mr. Whitely, Suspecl in the SubwayGate

scandal of 2002. Agent Skinner is to he Heated as a trained

accountant. Never approach her without correcting your num-

bers

I 'sualh found behind a video

camera, this agent is forthcom-

ing in \uleo archiving all ol the

^poits activ ities around the

school, fins agent is \er\ dan

gerous. Approach with caution

and return youi uniforms.
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Trombley. Kevin:

Agent Trombley is

responsible for the

upkeep of this hub

of espionage known

as RSGC. Be it bro-

ken window or shat-

tered dream, there's

nothing this man
can't fix.

Van Herk. Nick:

Alias: Big V
Trained in the art of agent

evacuation. NVH is in

charge of relocating the sen

ior members of the RSGC
network. His devious plot

spreads the grads to univer-

sities, covering the country

-and the world - in evil. If

spotted, report his where-

abouts to the University

Stewards immediately.

L'hre. Kirslen:

Tasked uilh

preparing the

Grade 8s for cor-

ruption training

in high school.

this agent is a

key element of

the overall plan

for world domi-

nation.

Viljoen. John:

Alias: Slightly

Smaller Big V
Dangerous while

wielding a paint

brush. Little V is

deceptively swift in

dealing out artistic

punishment. His lair

on the top floor of

See House, though

pleasing to the eye.

is to be avoided at

all costs.

Wade-West. Tom:

Alias: The March

Master

Little is known about

this agent and other

than his apparent love

for marches, his activi-

ties remain a mystery.

Through him. Grade 3 -

5 students receive their

Basic Recorder Combat

training and are now

ready to enter the

RSGC Music communi-

ty as full fledsed agents

Wagar. Shirley:

Suspiciously, this

representative of the

staff refused to have

her photo taken.

Displayed here is an

artist's rendition of

the fiend. Located in

the secret alcove of

the Sr. School office,

she deals out swift

and brutal justice in

the form of university

marks

White Gerrv

:

Alias: FINK!

Reports on this

agent are sketchy

at best, however

we have been able

to discern that he

resides in the

library. After close

examination, we
were able to deter-

mine that his rule

over the Libran

computer system is

complete and total.

Whitelv. And)

:

Alias : Lunchman

or

The Money Man.

Lunchman is

responsible for the

resistance-numb-

ing food being

distributed from

Ketchum Hall. He

should be

approached with

care, as his fash-

ion, sense maj

blind you.

1
Undercover Report By: Ross Fraser
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CANTERBURY

Canterbury had another great year under the leadership of Stephen Kaye and Colin Rubes. The

students and staff both showed the greatest enthusiasm as we competed with all our hearts and

house spirit for the many house events. It is needless to say that Canterbury will always try to

reign supreme for many years to come with the amount of involvement our students have

shown. Soon, every student and staff member will be begging to join our house and wear our

famous colour! Thanks for the great year, cheers! -Sieve Kaye

m

<

L *>'
Careful Colin, Steve looks...hungry | Fully looking ready to kill [Steve Kaye]

-'***.

r;

~t <*-

Cant in the field planning the next raid on the West flag
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Aaron Mitchelle, Winch captain

Well, another successful year has passed

for Winchester. Our house continues to

shine in the light. We have showed the

other houses what we are capable of and

how we do it. Our outstanding house

scores at various activities through out

the year has proven our success and

drawn us closer together as not only

friends but athletes. I am very proud to

say that I was the captain of the best

house RSGC has ever had. It is fair to

say that we have continued on the tradi-

tion without Mr. Love paving our way.

For the rest of my life. I shall remember

the days of yelling and screaming

WINCH in assembly, painting our faces

yellow at track meets and most of all.

the amazing victories we have accom-

plished. To the young men who shall

carry on the Winchester tradition: enjoy

Winch for everything it is. be energetic

at all the house meets and remember to

compete fairly in all aspects of every

game. GO WINCH GO!
- Aaron Mitchelle
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York Captains:
Kyle Fearon -

I am bigger than all of

you haha.

Tom Smith -

Why is my picture so
small? I thought I was the

spotlight.
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Matt Bums, Sam Bailey, Greg Johnson. Jeff Brown, Simon McCamus, Jay Jolliffe (West)

West... pull off a spectacular performance to win the 2003 House Drama competition!

Tyler Ward and gang in the

Winchester Skit

Nolan Davis showing good composure

while hosting Celebrity Jeopardy.
Andrew Gordon, Devon Frost, and Mr. Reid (York)

Matt Burns. Jeff Brown (West)...May the

keen man win!

Kevin Smith. Will Gunton, Colin Rubes. Adam Shire. David Wi Morgan Rubes (Cant)

Matt Burns & Greg

Johnson The training

(West)
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House League Football

2003 season stats: 19 touchdown passes. 819 passing

yards, 130 completions. 7 interceptions. 1 Love Cup

House league football this year was once again a success as there were many good

close games; in the end (West) won the Love Bowl. Congratulations to all the

teams!
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[itmen David ^mJ9 '
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|Wanyaa:TomSL // Illlr^VVfl VI llggHP > CTnj^l^^utchison

THE WANYAAS __ _ ^ _

Hitmen, Tarmac ]
—

Champions |

— . — —• — — ^— — — — — — • — — • — • — ™ Schlosser.showing his stick moves.MS.
K»X I ' j BnrOU jaBBBBIB H Jfth

^ Hr^- * *BHJ Wrii3jrf3HOSBn——
• * - 1 ^ -li

^. Kerr-Vayne"Jay9 . .Weird?" Jay: "MMMMMMM Team work"

MM

V ^V ^JHVw I "Hey look at me. I'm GO R DO " Linton Don't worry about me.
3ale "Hey you two. go get I ¥ Jp WT--1

I „, on the next shift

Hahaha ..now I got you... .
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Soccer at RSGC
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Daw'd Winter

Tai-Chi while playing soccer

Junior Soccer
Congratulations to the members and players of the

Under 10. Under 12, and Under 13 soccer teams. It was a

great building year for all three teams. A big thanks goes
out to all the coaches (Ms. Cook, Mr. Darvasi, and Mr.
Ackley). We look forward to seeing all of you young'ens
on the Senior Soccer team in a few years. The Under 1

5

soccer team had a relatively successful year making it into

the playoffs and wining their first game 4 to 1. Their sec-

ond game wasn't as successful. After having a limited

break (10 minutes) in between games, compared to the

opponents 30 minute break, they lost 4 to 1 and were
knocked out. A hearty congratulation goes out to all of the

junior soccer teams at RSGC for a good, enjoyable season.

Back: Alexander Fergusoi i r, ,mplon. Marshal Porter, Andrew
Irwin. Colin Stitt, Brian MacNico! Victor Adamo, Mark Istran. Jamie
Relord. Blake Lee-Whiting, Brendan Farrow, Front: Andrew Krausz
Josehto Maldonado. A.J Buchannan. Jack Keilty. Hunter Hauswirth.
Michael Holman. Timothy Lee. Theo Dracopolous. Julian Geneen

Back: Spencer Vibert. Charlie Burns. Ra/m Dhaliwal. Robert
McEwen. Eddie Courage. Middle: David Holman. Michael
Hamel. Carson Lambert. B Pace. Christopher Comparey. Tiago
Viera. Front: Douglas Scott. Corey Tnnetti. Stratton Townley.
Conor Farrow. Sepher Banai.
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Senior Soccer - Consolations Champs
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3ack: P/i/7/p Robinson. Thomas Moore, Michael Badali. Ross

\3olding, Geoffrey Osborne, David Clark. James Sopik, Robert

[Charter. Kevin Marthinsen, Front: Eddie Baqaj. Brodie Townley.

[lames Bradeen. Michael Sherman. Thomas Pepper. Geoffrey

Vlartin. Edward Younger. Geoffrey Squibb.

Back: Chris Majeski, Craig Milne. Strachan Bowland. Adam Roebuck.

Matthew Timmins. Michael Deeks. Sam Perlmutar. Andrew Spears. Kevin

Drury. John-Elliot Perl, Bennet McBride. Kyle Golding. Front: Stuart

Casgrain. Ross Curtner, Sebastian Lyman. Mark Jewell. Alex Mather.

Thomas Togun Absent: Peine Eiras. Mike Clayton.

-71-
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Student
Soccer

Mr. Evans - the net is

behind you.

During the exciting 2002 student soc-

cer versus the 2002 staff all-star team

there were many high points for each

team. When push comes to shove, the

staff team is just down right dirty.

A small example of the

type of foul play executed

by the staff.

J \

y

Big save Deeks!

y
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Volleyball
Congratulations to the U-14

Volleyball team for an excellent

finish to their 2002 season.

Team Members: Doug Johnson.

Thomas Wade-West. Jordan Shay,

Brian Johnson. Christopher Hamel.

William Mountain. Alex Woolaver.

Julian Daly. Adam Burns. Andrew

McMullen. Chris Rhind. Graeme

Knowles, Steve Bradeen. Lucas

Carravetta. Thomas Whalen

Coaches: A. Phillips & J.

Somerville.

The U-16 Volleyball team played

well in 2002. coming up just short

of victory in the playoffs.

Congratulations to all members of

this years team!

Team Members: Cameron

MacNicol, Max Sisam, Derek

Hepburn. Jamie Smith. Nick

Carravetta, Mike Butler, Alex

Johnston. Stephen Varley, Chris

Hoad. Josh BaiT Coaches: G.

Algarvio & H. Heibein.

A good season from the 2002 sen-

ior volleyball team, although they

did not finish in the top of their

division, they did, unlike most

teams, beat the staff.

Team Members: Tim Clark. David

Howe. Morgan Rubes, James

Patava, Kevin Smith. Brad Bolton.

Jonathan Lucas. Adrian Turchet,

Aaron Mitchell. Coach: Mr. J. Lee

O
w
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Jr. Cross

Country

This year's Jr. Cross

Country team had a large

number of eager mem-

bers. We began the sea-

son at Country Day

School with a successful

first place finish from

Chris Jackson. The boys

braved rain and cold

temperatures throughout

the season, hut main-

tained a positive attitude.

The Under 14 boys

placed fifth overall at the

championship meet, and

all of them made consid-

erable improvement at

the final meet. All team

members demonstrated

good sportsmanship, and

an enjoyable season was

had by all.

From Back left to right Christopher Jackson, Andrew Harris, Matthew Muncaster, Spencer

Brennan, David Clark. Ian Pennigton, Ms. Uhre, Jack Hinds. Patrick Daley. Colin MacNicol,

Blake MacGregor. Charlie Poulson. Adam Phillips.

Ski
This years Ski Team was

lead by Ms. Bajin. Yes. they did go

skiing, and there was lots of snow as

shown in the picture to the right.

Sr. Cross

Country
"Good did we, well. ...of

course"
-Sam Danniels

"We did good.
-Dale Wiseman

77

K
We at year-

book are

always watch-

ing even

when you least

expect it.

From Left: Adam Penny. Dale Wiseman. Haddon Murray. Sam Danniels. Scott Ackley

Scott Ackley in action.

.
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tr/12 B-Ball
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M

Bacfc Left to Right: Elliott Boake, Jaipal Singh, B
Front Left to Right: Coach Thornbury, Chris Compa,

Vibert, Rajin Dhaliwal, David Holman

V, David Luder

\i, Spencer

Top Row (Left to right): Geoffrey Squibb, Geoff Osbourne, James Bradeen, Logan

Kearns, Ed Younger. Bottom Row: Thomas Pepper, Ian Pinnington, Jakes Sopik,

Michael Badali, Robbie Chartan, Peter Butler

B-Ba

^SGfcv

wfl

^ /

^ol

«9Gc

Results- 19 wins and 8 losses including tournaments

this season. We made the championship round in the

Under 13 National Tournament at UCC. We finished

in 7th place out of 16 teams from across the country.

We also lost in

the ISAA
league semi-

final in a tight

(
game against

Hillfield. Top

performances

from Eddie

Younger,

James
Bradeen,

|j Peter Butler

^and James
Sopic. I

Coaches: Rafiq Kanji and Mr. Evans.

From Back Left to right: David Liang, Ben Razulis,

Stephen Bradeen, Josh Barr, Strachan Boland;

From Front Left to right: Thomas Wade West, Carl

Noel, Jason Kirsch, Ross Curtner, Max Sherman,

Cameron MacNicol and Coach Van Herk

/
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77ie U74s gef a teste of w/ia( /r is like to play pro as they face off at the ACC! Zelikovitz clears the puck out of the zone

U14
Hockey

U14s meet at the bench going into the third period.

U16
Hockey

It was a very successful season for the under six-

teen hockey team. After a slow start we needed

some big wins to get into the playoffs, none other

than Captain Greg Johnson with the help of his

teammates, stepped up and scored some big

goals, and eventually led the team into the play-

offs . Unfortunately a loss to Ridley was the end

ol "in season, but no one can complain.

Highlights this year were winning the tournament

in Bishops with a 4-0 record and only letting in

one goal the whole tournament. Also we only

lost 5-4 to the amazing St.Micheal's, a great game
on everyone's part.

I ui" fohnson

(from left) Back: Coach; Paul O'Leary, Michael Sherman, Eric Gagne. Eddie Beqaj. Colin

MacNicol. Andrew McMullen, Spencer Brennan. Sam Hutchinson, Andrew Azeredo, Jamie
Turner, Patrick Daley, Blake MacGregor, Coach: David Lee. Brian Johson. Front: David

Smith, Andrew Bilak, Michael Hamel, Stratton Townley Jonathan Perry.

Not Shown: Chris Jackson. Michael-Warren Sonosky.

(from left)Back: Coach: Mark Ryall. Taylor Townley, David Heath. Adam Roebuck. Greg
Johnson. Jason Bolla. David Darling. Matthew Timmins. Adam Penny. Michael Butler,

Gordon Rider. Coach: Charles Fowler. Middle: Andrew Spears. Comeron Loree. Jonathan

Hammill. Front: Mark Jewell. David Stirling. Not Shown: Adam Branston. David Edwards.

Andrew Green. Fraser MacLean. Andrew Quick. James Smith.

U16 streaks down the ice and tries to elude his opponent! Skating the puck up ice'
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as Wiseman gives chase. Roebuck attempts to take out his man while Danniels goes lor the puck.

(from left)Back: Joshua Reisman. Ian Marthinsen. Stephen Kaye. Evan Norton. Haddon Murray. Timothy Clark. Cody Sauer. Michael Roebuck. Sam
Bennett. David Jones. Samson Danniels. Coach: James Lee. Front: Christopher Todd, Dale Wiseman. David Zelikovitz. Alex Potichnyj. Graham
Atkinson. Not Shown: Andrew Potichnyj. Coach: Ian Carswell.

Senior
Hockey

The senior hockey team had their most successful

season since moving up into tier two A. They fin-

ished the season with a final record of 5-2-2 and

placed 4th overall in the CISAA. The team had a

number of outstanding games: beating Nichols 10-3

and in addition shutting out one of the powerhouse

teams of the league UCC 5-0. Unfortunately, the

season ended with a disappointing loss 2-1 (in OT) in

the CISAA Quarter-finals against Crescent. This was

a season that will not be forgotten in the memories of

all the players especially those graduating. A job

well done by all! We would like to thank our coach-

es Mr. Lee and Mr. Carswell for a great season.

Jones takes the face-off against Lakefield with Bennett and two unidentified wmgmen. -Cody Sauer & David Jones

o
H
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(from left)Back: David Axworthy. Elliott Boake, B Pace. Spencer Vibert. Eddie

Courage. Middle: Blake MacGregor. Stratton Townley. Julian Geneen. Michael

Mr. Thornbury "
All of you against me!" Rowe, Michael Hamel. Front: Patrick Allen. Brian MacNicol. Alex Ferguson.

*
a

U14s showing what they're made of by having a practice in the snow.
Posing with the baton.

Junior Track Team

(from left)Back: Spencer Brennan. Adam Burns. Will Badger. Chris Jackson. Julian Daly. Michael

Clayton. Alex Corey Middle: Coach: Ms. Uhre. Corey Tnnetti. David Smith. Brodie Townley. Charlie

Poulson. Michael Badali. Will Mountain Front: Coach Ms. Poce. Chris Comparey. Carson Lambert.

Hunter Hauswirth, Josehto Maldonado. Ra/m Dhaliwal. Colin Stittl. Noah Stauton. Bl.ikc I <v Whiting Adam Burns ' can hit Mr Hannatord.

'
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Tennis

3

Sutin showing excellent power and technique. What's that behind you Bongard? - It's the ball! Toguri shows the grit and determi-

nation of a true Rugby player!

Mr. Reid tries to bestow the luck of the Irish upon the U16 team.

Marthinsen and Griffin, when together they are "Brit2 ". Their

mission: to exert as much pain on the opposition as physically

possible!
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Where's Roscoe?
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Judo suffered a bit of a loss this year; apart

from loosing the typical members to Rugby, hockey, and

Track and field in the second and third term, our main

competition, the Ontario High Schools Judo

Championship, was re-scheduled to november. Despite

the slow year. I'm sure we'll be ready to reclaim our

title as Ontario high school champions at the champi-

onship in the fall. It's been a good year of training.

-Erich Zimm captain
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CAMERA

The camera club, led by Heir.

Siewert, is where it's at. Not only

do you get to take pictures of our

beautiful city but you get to use high

tech equipment like cameras with

fancy buttons and real shutter action!

Members:

Thomas Plewman, Andrew Quick,

Charlie Scharfe. Edward Watson,

Aurele DeBosset, Gary Wong

Canoe Balancing is another new requirement for Duke

7S1U58209749*

Must not think of Harry Potter.. .Harry P.Noooooooooooo
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DUKE
Duke of Ed is a pro-

gram that requires stu-

dents to participate in a

wide variety of activi-

ties. Duke of Ed is not

only work and volun-

teering: it is also some-

thing much more. It is

an opportunity to meet

new people, and

explore new places.

Being let loose in the

Devouring the supplies

before the others get back

Mr. Stevens

Canadian wilderness

is just one of the high-

lights of this program.

As you can see from

the pictures everyone

had lots of fun on the

trip. ..until they acci-

dentally jumped off

the one cliff which

happened to have no

water below it.

Everyone recollected

themselves and they

made it home safely.

Members:
Jeff Brow n. Cam Tudhope.

Kevin Smith. Stefan Vali. Greg

Stark. James Shirriff. David

Wooden Stephen Woodiwiss,

John Wooder. David Winter

Bottom. Rob Mclean. Michael

Lambert, Aaron Bongard, Matt

Hayles. Johnathan Deshman.

Kyle Mersky. Johnathan Pak.

Michael Millwood, Chris Hoad.

Ian Colterjohn, Sam Bailey,

Nathanel Wolfson. Todd Boxer

Members:

David Wooder. Alex Durand, Patrick Hamer-Meunier,

Edmund Lee, Tommy Hoddes. John Wooder, Fraser Cameron

CHESS
Mr. Shum and Dr. Rvall

In the past few years.

the chess club has

received a lot of flak

for being some kind

of a loser club or mis-

fit club, or outcast

club. And sure, the

pictures of grade 9"s

or whatever featured

on this page aren't

exactly the best way

to entice you and your

friends to join the

chess club. But that's

where we have failed

in the past.

Girls don't like guys

who beat each other

senseless in the halls,

they like guys who

play chess. It takes a

big guy to smack their

friend with their text-

book spine in the hall.

But it takes a bigger

one to join the chess

club. These boys in

the chess club are

training to become

unstoppable dating

machines. Get in the

action. Join chess club!

W
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Servers
The Chaplain's

Aid
The Servers Club was cre-

ated to allow students to

play a bigger role in

chapel. Members of the

Servers tend to arrive at

chapel 5 to 10 minutes

before the rest of the

school and help the chap-

lain set up for the service.

They are also a big part of

the procession, carrying

the cross and the RSGC
banner. The Head Server

this year was Linton

Porter-Taylor. The incom-

ing Head will be Charles

Crawford

Grifter writers,

An unknown light shines down on Robert Parker, could it be a sign?

The Serving members point to the stained glass win-

dows, is there a hidden message? Where is Charles?

Another view of Trebus,

Ricketts & Tim Parker

n- ••Wj^
The Servers in their philosophic poses

Two Servers ponder, while

another whistles away

-86-
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:

headed by the

ise Todies has helped

._ 3us charities, including

Heifer International. They also held a rummjige

sale to raise money to get a composting system

for the school

Jeff and Matt at the rummage sale, modeling a new fashion

style called Pour la Terre'fFor the Earth)



Faith, no right one

Stage Crew

The Stage Crew helped

out in many school events

this year. They were a big

part of the success of the

Junior School play as well

as aided in the production

of Jesus Christ Super Stars,

the superb Senior School

play



Sr. "Kids" Moments

CO
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Bummer of a tumor Kevin.
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Jr. "Guys" Moments

*JK

"/ am not actually sleeping, I'm only exploring

' the insides of my eyelids.

"

Malcom building a spy gadget to assist in subduing teachers.
'stop that or I'll smack you with a fish!"

Tonv Law

-89-



This >ear. the Speaking Union has had some ama/in°
success stones. The first major competition was the
International Independent Schools' Public Speakino
Competition in the fall. It was held at Appleby College and St
George's was represented by Ryan Cookson. Stephen"
Wood.wiss, and Jesse Todres. Ryan brought home fourth place
in extemporaneous speaking and Jesse Todres came in third
place for h.s after-dinner speech. Jesse later represented us at
the World Public Speaking Championships, which were held in
England th.s year. He finished 18th overall against some tough
competition.

At the Fuldord debating tournaments we saw some
remarkable performances. After hosting the fall term Fulford
we sent some of our best to compete in the winter term compe-
tition at Branksome Hall. In the Junior category. Nathaniel
Wolfson placed 6th. and in the Senior category, Tyler Ward
came extremely close to winning the tournament. He still

however, impressed everyone by commina in second place
Finally, there was the last Fulford of the year, held at Crescent
In the senior competitors Ryan Cookson and Will Gunton came
in 7th and 8th place respectively. The combined scores were
enough to have our team place second overall.

Thanks to everyone who came out for an excellent
year. To close, we must always thank Ms. Miller who makes
public speaking possible at RSGC.

Ryan Cookson

-
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Buddy

Written by

Robbie McLean

Department of defense

1 Defense Dr. Ottawa, ON
Canada

M2Y 916

PERSONAL
Read Family

1 2 Waterdale Rd.

New Aberdeen N. S.

Canada

P4T 6Y8

Dear Read Family,

Subject: Neil "Buddy" MacDougal

It is with a heavy heart that I perform my duty and report to you of your son Neil "Buddy" MacDougal' s death. He was shot

down by Nazi forces over the North Atlantic after a successful bombing run against German front lines. His plane took a soft

landing on the water's surface allowing the crew to escape into life rafts. Buddy was badly injured by the crash and did not

make it long enough to be rescued. Only one crew member was saved from the crash.

Buddy will be buried in Holland in a military graveyard devoted to Canadian soldiers only. Should you wish to visit his

grave, you must go to Delft where the Royal Canadian Armed Services Memorial Graveyard is located. Buddy is buried in lot

3507.

On a personal note. Buddy loved his family with all of his heart, and I'm sure looks down on you with a smile. He brought

great joy to all those around him. For the brief time I have known him he has taught me about strength courage and most of all

respect. Buddy was a great man, and it is with a heavy heart that I write this letter.

Respectfully.

Sergeant Major Tom Anderson

X

CO
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Gems

.4 red rwZry crystal emits eminent red light rays while the clouds

shift

sideways

to let the sun show its blinding beauty.

A yellow topaz crystal emits a powerful bolt of lightning while a city

struggles

to stay organized after

a tempest.

A blue sapphire crystal emits chilling chips of cracked icicles while survivors of a ship

curl up

to counter the

glacial waters

of the pacific ocean.

A purple amethysts emits a narrow guiding light while the archer

concentrates

his dexterity

to hit the

bull 's eye.

A green emerald emits a fatal evanescent cloud of gas while the ants

gather

soil for their

anthill.

Meanwhile,

A black heart spreads anger and hatred across the world creating misfortunes and problems.

Albert Kong
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Teaching Communist Values to

H

This year the junior school put on an

inspired performance of George Orwell's

Animal Farm, under the direction of Mr.

Paul Darvasi with assistance by Ms.

Heidi Girvan and music with the help of

Mr. Douglas Jamieson.

Comrad

Schultz wa

the mastermin

behind an

leader of the

revolution

before he was

removed by

one of our

agents, ending

the stand-off.

The
Boy
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Senior Art

Senior Art Prize & Agenda cover winner

Stephen Kaye
Agenda Prize co-winner

Zacharv Bush

' Stark

i labc Munn Magill
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Drawings

Zachary Bush Gabe Munn-Maai

\iiihiiii\ Rutlnl

Stephen Ka\c
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Intermediate Art

David Bleasbv Andrew Younger Paul Flude

\n Prize i o winner

K\.m Ami
I dniuinl I it

termediate \n Prize co winner

Anthnm RulTolo
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Junior Art

Owen Brown

Junior Art Prize winner

Owen Brown
Neville Sadry

Adam Semple Joshua Sved
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As busy as ever, this year's choir had some especial!) exciting events. The

new Choir room, dedicated to Mr. John Bradley on May 2Sth. is a welcome

addition to the RSGC music facilities. Specially designed for excellent

acoustics, the choirs have enjoyed their new practice room. The annual carol

service at St. .lame's Cathedral was as breathtaking as always and their weekly

performances at Friday Evensongs were excellent. In addition to these events.

the choir performed at the Old Boy's Celebration for Jack Wright, The St.

George's Society. Variety Night, the RCYC, The Empire Club @ the Royal

York Hotel, and their British Bash evening. I his year the choir travelled to

England to make some guesl appearances and 10 take in the local culture. We
would like to thank its graduating members for being a ureal addition to the

group and wishes them the best in the future.
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termediate ConcertBand

ade 1 1 Jazz Band

Tommy Hoddes: "Say what you will but

we all know I carry the Dr. Death band.

"

Brandon Wallins making flute playing

look easy.

The Intermediate Concert Band is made up of the Grade 9 & 10s and they

performed together at the Showcase Concert as a powerful combination.

However, separately, they were also quite successful. The Grade 9 band

performed in Sr. School assembly and also hosted their own concert for

parents. It was a great event that was enjoyed by all. The Grade 10 class

was assigned a musical composition assignment that had them all writing

out parts for many different instruments and recording them. All in all a

great vear for both trades! Congratulations 2uvs!

Junior Concert Band

In Grade 1 1 , students are exposed to the pure jazz

stream for the first time. Though it can be intimi-

dating, this years 1 Is rose above the challenge and

put on a spectacular showing at the Showcase

Concert. As they continue to develop musically

they are all very excited to be taking over from the

retiring/graduating jazz band. Best of luck!
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Grade 11/12 Concert Band
Marching Into Our Hearts

M
CO

Jayson Lin - French Horn

Though a recent addition to the ranks of the RSGC Music Armada, the

Grade 1 1/12 concert band has had a very successful run thus far. Playing

at several events such as Remembrance Day. Get Caught Reading Night.

Assembly, and The Showcase Concert, the Grade 1 1/12 Concert Band is

well loved. Pictured here are the grads from the group. Best of luck to

them in all their future endeavours.

Michael Roebuck - Bass
Clarinet

Evan Norton - Clarinet Kevin Green - Clarinet Ryan Cookson - Flute Sean Davis Trumpet
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Dr. Death playing the RSGC Gala. One of our best gigs ever!

The Dr. Death band of 2003 has had one of the

best years ever. ThiS is a special year for Dr.

Death as it sees the last of the original members

graduating.
(fa

sad day to be sure, but a day that

must come sooner or later. What a way to go

out. Silver at MusicPest regionals with an invi-

tatjon to the Nationals where'we also won a

Silver standing. Gigs from left to right at such

prestigious venus as the Rosedale Golf Club,

the Capitol Theater, and the Royal York Hotel

have kept our heroes on theTlaQve. The release

of Dr. Death: Second Opinion, our Second CD.

has gOf a lot of people excited and we're really

pleased with the results of our hard work. We
bid a fond farewell toSur^grjiduates and we

hope they continue being the intimidating musi-

cal presences that they already are.

unior School Jazz Band

The Junior Jazz Band had a fantastic

year. We performed in tons of neat

places like Sr. School assembly.

Junior School Concerts. Showcase

Concert, and the RSGC Gala. We
really had a great time playing the

music and we sometimes even let Mr.

Hannaford join in on the shakers.

Thanks for a great year Mr Wade-

West! And watch out. Dr. Death.

We're coming!

Nothing but pure focus in the sax section. Mr. Wade-West shows off his

weekend wardrobe.
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12/OAC Jazz

CO

Ross Fraser- Alto Sax John Karantonis - Trombone Remy Perrin - Alto Sax Mike Reiger - Trumpet

Mr Martin - Sax Chris Reineck - Drums Mr. Deschamps - Bass

Greg Robinson - Piano Alex Rounthwaite - Guitar Jamie Spears - Tenor Sax Alex Turner Alto Sax

The ( Irade 12/0AC J;i// Band Ikis had one of its greatest years ever. With the band

swelling in numbers, we've had gigs all over the city. Ranging from private parlies at

Islington (loll .V Country C'luh. to the Athletic Banquet, to the Women's Olympic
Swim Team Fundraiser, to The Guild Annual Luncheon, this hand has had enough gigs

to keep it on a light schedule. Thanks to Mr. Martin, our conductor, and Mi Deschamps
lor parachuting in to save the day with his hass. Congratulations lo all the grads. Besl

o! luck in (Jniversit) ami keep on jammin'.
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Springtime Showcase

Thursday May
5th, RSGC's Band

gram hosted their

aual Showcase

Concert. However, this

s no ordinary

lowcase. The new

RSGC Music Council

decided that this year

should be a little differ-

ent. It was decided that

the venue should be

changed, ever so

slightly, from the

iool chapel to

ilais Royale.

The Palais is an

spot at the

iore that has

wing Bands

n the 30s, and,

recently, the

Rolling Stones. It w
tbulous venue with

character and

e to thank the

is Royale manage

-

nt for all their heli

hospitality.

ien May 15th finally

ed around, musi-

s and their guests

arrived to swing music

id fabulous decora-

s set up by Ryan

Cookson and Mike

Rieger. The guests

found their tables and

started munching on

their snacks while the

band members got

organized. With selec-

tions from the OAC
Jazz Band, the Grade

9/10 Concert Band.

The "A" Band, the

Grade 1 1 Jazz Band,

the Senior Concert

Band. Dr. Death,

Junior Stage Band,

and a Mass Band, the

lakeshore was rock-

ing.

All in all. the night

was a fantastic success

and we would like to

extend our thanks to

all involved especially

Mrs. Fraser, Ms.

Youngman and our

Music Prefect and

Steward, Ross Fraser

and Chris Reineck for

helping organize the

evening.

We hope everyone

enjoyed the event and

we look forward to

next year! See you

there'

it and

I to

...

toM
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See Spot...See Spot un <-£^

I erry Fox & Spirit Day

X
1i

f

i

1^* X.

-II:

Mr. Martin,

directs the

Jay Jolliffe

in

; i

J

9* iber 20th. The sun rises, it*t >iercing the night like an

/. A new day has arrived. Anawith this new day, the vaunted

..Jetes ofRSGC arrive in throngs at the start line in High Park. At

the horn blast, the annual Terry Fox Run lor cancel' research has

~"un! Hoards of runners flood down the road, individual faces lost

|
a sea of house colours. Aj

omen went to their various aPrrvites. BeJ
illhockey, a great time was had by all. Special mention to

3r. Ryall for ringing in the most pledges of the dirty dozen and n
to Eddie Beqaj and Michael Sherman for being the only two Jr.

School runners to participate in the Senior A run.

am
and

or.

Mr Van-Herk: Practicing to

life as a hood ornament



1st Day Back

I ) Mr. Carswell 2) Scott Ackley 3) Haddon Murray

4) Dr. R\ all 5 ) Zach Bush 6) Dale Wiseman

Don Pyper 8) Sam Danniels 9) Dr. Newton

10) David Zelikovitz 1 1 ) Kevin Fowler

1 2 ) Matt Hayles CONGRATS ! ! ! !

!

TTC Phot
September 9th marked the first of many wonder-

1

tul days in the 2002-2003 school year. As die

cheery faces rolled in and the yearbooks rolled

out, we welcomed the new year and the return

of Phil. Everyone's favorite Ice Cream gu\ !

What would September be without TTC Photo

day? Kudos to the brave teachers and TTC work-

ers who helped line up hundreds of smiley faces.

X





La Semaine Internationale

* i *?

•

ii mm
French staff chilling out at Cafe Howland. From the left, Mdm. Newton, Mile. Heibein, Mile. Deblois. Ms. Bonetta and Mile Barchuck.

The Mariachi Band, helping

us to celebrate International

Languages Week.

Mr. Martin wonders if he can

get some of the band mem-
bers to where these cos-

tumes. Hmm....

Construction
CMifil

"Finally the steel for the

beams arrives. Let's hope

this makes Mr. Jamieson

happy"

The opening days of $£
construction of our new
choral room.

"O Yea I just love cut-

ting this up. Muahaha I

feel like I have power...

I will overthrow Hal

Hannaford and then I'll

make all of you slaves!"

H
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Halloween..
BOO! AHH!
There was no shortage

of Mr. Shum dressed

up as Harry Potter this

year, and undoubtedly

there won't be next

year. And no. I'm not

implying anything.

Hallo



Dance

This year's dance

was amazing!!! It

was unbelievably

well organized by

the prefects. There

was something like

eight girls to one

guy and hardly any

of those weird

teachers lingering

about. Our dances

are so darn good

that we even had a

school travel two

flours from some

hick town in the

middle of nowhere

just to come to our

dance.

X
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Debating team working hard to get ready for the big debate.

Fulford Debating
On Saturday,

November 16,

RSGC hosted

twenty independent

schools at the first

Fulford League

debating tourna-

ment of the year.

This was an

extraordinary

achievement given

that it involved the

use of twenty

Junior and Senior

School classrooms,

an army of

Georgian volun-

teers acting as

timers and modera-

tors, and a team of

tabulation room

wizards. We had

about sixty student

volunteers in all, as

well as about

eighty parents and

alumni who made

excellent judges. Our

very own Dr. Leatch

entertained the crowd as

the guest speaker. His

slide show on. "cam-

paign and battle analy-

sis" was enjoyed by all.

The Toronto French

School had a very suc-

cessful day, winning

both the Senior (over

16) and junior trophies.

Special thanks to Justin

Ho. Ross Fraser, Gary

Wong, Aurele De Bosset

and the rest of the tabu-

lation room team under

the guidance of Mr.

Fowler. We had excel-

lent representation from

our regular Speaking

Union members consist-

ing of Will Gunton,

Tyler Ward, Matt

Bradeen, Mohammed Al

Radi and Jamie Lino.

Additional thanks goes

to Jesse Todres, who

helped make the day run

smoothly, and to all the

Prefects for volunteering

their Saturday for this

event. Finally, thank

you to our inimitable

Speaking Union head,

Ryan Cookson. for tying

it all together and MC-
ing the event.

Ms. Miller

Zimm: "I like debating"

RSGC group waiting to receive their debating assignments.

-120-
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Get Caught Rea<

On December 6 the

annual "Get Caught

Reading night was

held at Nicholas

Hoare bookstore

downtown. The

evening consisted

of music and book

signings by authors

such as Sally

Armstrong and

Giller prize winner

Auxin Clarke.

Miller: "Thats right, just look interested and he will go away.

"

Ms. Hall with author Sally Armstrong... a dream come true.

Group reading at Nicholas Hoare

(from left) Branston. Boxer. Hoad are facinated with the traditions of foreign cultures.

!^1
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/W/ke /-Oi/e nice hair!!! Whole bunch of grads... enjoying presentation, after presentation. ..after presentation. Brad Bolton

I

2002
During the 2002 Grad Retreat, the students enjoyed a nice full

course meal, with presentations from Mr. Van Herk and Andrea Kaye.

They learned how to juggle all sorts of situations, and how to prepare for

their futures. During their retreat they also participated in many activities.

These included playing mini-golf. risk, and capture the flag.

Overall the students enjoyed their time, and spent a great day together.

Mr. Van Herk

presenting his

views, and
guidelines to live

i a full and enjoy-

able life.

Devon keeping a tight grip on the situation.
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Fall Semi-3003

X

The Legit Sound Crew with.f ).. Evan N. Jay J. Jesse Todres...Jooking like his true self.

By. K.Rewa.'02
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Mistletoe Market

«



RSGC Carol

Service
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S) What would be a school event

without Mr. Hannaford?

ward, Hunter Jackson

4 tit the show.

«)«*!•J I

trk. Jesse Tod

Clark: "My i>od I in

310X1

4 /
I A

(iirls cnioxinu themselves moilelinv lunhci, mid Smith motleliiiv miifnivis with Hnmksome girts



Gordon and

Woodiwiss

engaging in

mad science

shenanfgans.

#^
Burnsy, doin' his rhdlfe!

«?==, I

i

-Vayne showing th^tiore femanine

'

f

•a

o

*

/ don't know about you but this is unnerving Deschamps, Farrar and Hannaford and that kid looks pretty shady.

>Nfc

d- *w
Girls on stage undoubtedly entertaining the audience in some way.

Durrant-Taylor. Schlosser. Turchet. and Howe doing... something.

JO"

Zi
W
CD
=3
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8003RSGC ROBOTICSGOLEMS
Design and Build.Dan O'Connell [mentor],Aurele de Bossel,Matthew Hayles.John Karantonis.Mike Mallin.Tony Law.Michael Plewman, Kevin Smith, Patric

Swaine.AndrewSwinamer.Gary Wong Documentation-Timothy Wong Logistics.Timothy Wong Finance.Robin Gainer Video.Ross Fraser Website.Justin t

This year was the second year the RSGC Robotics Team has had the

privilege to participate in the Canada First Robotics Games. With the relentless

support of the whole school, we were able to surpass our initial performance in

2002 with great success. This year's challenging Robosport was "Robohockey."

This included stick handling, shooting, and shooting off the ground.

Robohockey presented a significant challenge for the team. Each step in the

process of designing and building the robot required attention to detail and

engineering ingenuity. The competition also included many other departments.

Video, binder and website documentation were all done in style, wit and

humor. Finances went particularly well this year as a result of our generous

sponsors and the school's support.

We are proud to say that the Royal St. George's Robotics team placed

fourth overall in the national competition. In addition, we placed third in the

Jim Floyd award for design excellence and our faithful mentor Dan

O'Connell received the first-ever Outstanding Mentor Award. The

awards speak for themselves. The hard work and dedication of

every one of our team members, from every department, paid off.

The Video, Website (www.rsgcrobotics.com), and the documenta-

tion binder were all truly amazing. The Robotics Team would like to

thank the following people in particular. Mr. Smith (Tri-Canada) for

use of the workshop and his support. Dan O'Connell our unbeliev-

ably dedicated mentor, who gave us the knowledge and support nec-

essary to excel, and who would spend up to three hours driving just

to give us a helping hand. Our parents and friends who supported us

through everything! Thank you to the corporate sponsors:

Macdonald Sager Manis LLP, CPI Automation, Scotiabank Group,

and Baywood Homes. Their generous support helped make the proj-

ect a success. Finally a big thanks to the school (teachers, adminis-

tration, advisors) for giving us the opportunity to compete in the

Canada First Robotics competition.

See you at Humber College in 2004! Tim Wong

Student Council Members:

President: Evan Norton

Lesser Members: Jesse Todres.

Sam Bennett. Tyson Wachter,

Matthew Hayles, Jeff Brown. Sam

Bailey, Anthony Field, Duncan

Fraser, Pierre Eiras. and Trevor

Cookson.

This year, the Student Council

was INCREDIBLY productive

while eating food. They gathered

main ideas with the help of their

magical Student Council Box and

used them to make the school a

friendlier place. They have ven-

tured into uncharted waters while

lighting for more student rights.

The} have fared well against their

arch enemy, Chaos, who constant

|j tries to belittle the students bj

forcing them to wear the uniform

oi enemv agents.Evan Norton eating shift
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Lunch Time

Spirit Day makes time fly

This year's Spirit Day.

organized by the Prefects

was spent at the bowling

alley. Senior Georgians and

staff demonstrated their

skills at 10 pin. Other

aspects of student life are

handled bv Student Council



Mr. D'Arcy, Mr. Van Herk & Mr. Doerkson
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Dave McMaster:

K

MM

— i?j: Stephen Beatty

Member of the class of 1986 andformer Alumni

President

We're remembering

Dave McMaster

toda) - honoring his

memory, because he

too was a Georgian.

This school was his

school and every stu-

dent at St. George's

has been influenced

by him.

Mr. McMaster started

work at St. George's

College in 1969.

Having earlier pur-

sued studies toward a

law dearee. he

During his 30 years at St.

George's. Mr. McMaster

did almost everything an

educator can do. He taught

in the senior school and the

junior school. He served as

a teacher and an adminis-

trator. The list of subjects

Dave taught includes:

phys-ed. health. English,

geography, history, math

and guidance. He also ran

the bookstore, handled

attendance and arranged

supply teachers. You could

be sent to Mr. McMaster

"What I will remember most about

Dave McMaster was how much he

cared" — Stephen Beatty

followed his heart

and became an edu-

cator.. .a decision that

benefited all of us. At

the time he was

hired. St. George's

was in its infancy.

The senior school

was not yet built.

Believe it or not, out

on what is now

called the tarmac,

there was a field.

Scant patches of

grass. ..lots of stones.

The founders of the

school, along with

their first faculty,

including Dave

for any number of reasons:

you had to see him when

you were late; when you

needed to borrow a tie:

when you were caught

skipping chapel: when you

wondered what university

you should apply

to: when you needed help

adjusting the chin strap on

your helmet: when you

needed to borrow a subway

ticket: when you felt sick;

w hen your

arm/leg/ankle/wrist/rib/fin-

ger was broken; when

someone wanted a second

opinion about whether your

hair needed cutting: when

"During his 30 years at St. George's,

Mr. McMaster did almost everything

an educator can do"
— Stephen Beatty

you needed a pat on the

back or a kick in the butt;

or when your teacher

McMaster. were

building a school

from scratch I heii

vision and llicn \.d

ues arc reflected in

the spirit ol RSGC
toda) : work hard,

challenge yourself,

keep trying, build

yoill character,

accept nothing less

ill, in smu best

though) you nisi might

need someone else to talk

to.

I "i .ill iii the wonderful

work \li McMastei did

with his students at school,

it is his work on the ice

thai will be remembered

most. Dave McMaster was

a world-class hockey

coach. He is a member of

the University of Toronto

Sports Hall of Fame and

coached the winning team

at the first Women's World

hockey championships in

1987. I don't think it is an

overreaching statement to

say there is likely not a

member of the 2002

Olympic gold medal win-

ning women's hockey team

who doesn't know the name

Dave McMaster.

Mi McMaster taught hock-

ej lo top flight intern. ilion

al athletes and school chil-

dren the same way, with

patience and good instruc-

tion; encouraging his pla)

ers in reach beyond then

own expectations Dave

taught In-, players to

respect then opponents and

the game Don't get me
wrong, though, he also

liked to win. The lesson',

Mi McMastei taught on

the ice were the same .is

the most important lessons

Ik- i.iuL'ht in the classroom

132-



Educator and Friend
take responsibility for your

actions; make good deci-

sions; improve every day;

believe you can do it and

you wil

think it must be said that

one of the most distinctive

characteristics of Mr.

McMaster was certainly the

voice. Dave was a goalie in

university and. despite

being an early adopter of

the facemask, suffered

some trauma to his sinus

cavities. This was com-

pounded with many years

make you do an audition

first and offer some point-

"Mr. McMaster taught hockey to topflight

international athletes and school children

the same way, with patience and good

instruction"

— Stephen Beatty

of hockey practices, fouled

off pitches, mis-caught

footballs and demonstra-

tions on how to head a soc-

cer ball. That voice would

echo in the corners of Bill

Bolton arena as he yelled

"read the change", and Mr.

McMaster could part a sea

of students with his trade-

mark call of "Mind the lady

with the baby." If you

wanted to imitate Mr.

McMaster in assembly, the

rule always was you had to

ask him first. The classic

McMaster response was to

hockey equipment was

required.

Mr. McMaster was lost

too soon and there are

too many young peo-

ple left to coach and

teach. On behalf of

the old boys. I offer

my condolences to Mr.

McMaster's family on

their terrible loss. My
condolences to all of

Dave's former col-

leagues and pupils on

the loss of a friend and

mentor. Finally, I am
sad for our school

which has has lost an

elder, a guide, an

architect and an old

friend.

ers. At assembly, he'd be

the guy laughing the hard-

est. What I will remember

most about Dave

McMaster was how much

he cared. Cared enough to

re-tie the skates of 18

Grade four students before

letting them hit the ice.

Cared enough to always

patiently listen to your

excuse for being late

before giving you a deten-

tion. Cared enough to bor-

row the skeleton from the

science department to

demonstrate why all the

~ By: Derek Hepburn
Grade 11 student Pupil of Mr. McMaster

I will always have fond memories of Mr.

McMaster. and I'm sure that I am not alone in

saying that. He was one of those guys who
loved teaching, loved hockey, and loved a good

joke.

Perhaps the funniest memory I will

ever have of him is of the time when he tried to

hurl a chalk brush at someone in the back row

of our class. He missed his target, to say the

least, and instead threw it straight out the win-

dow.

There is no question in my mind that

he will be remembered as one of the greatest

teachers that ever graced the halls of St.

George's with his presence. If there ever was a

problem you were facing, or a question you

wanted to ask someone, he was only a step

away, and was always more than happy to share

his time. His life was St. George's.

Things changed, though, and he moved

over to BSS. The school lost a friend, and a

great teacher, but he still cared for everybody

there. I saw him in the spring of the following

year, and he made a point of asking how people

were. That was the type of man he was. He
cared about everyone, and I will forever consid-

er it a privilege to call him a friend. I hope the

people who he taught will always cherish the

memories they have of him. He will never be

forcotten.
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Christopher Armstrong was the

Head Boy in John's first year,

ami Andrew von Teichman was

the Head Boy in John 's last year,

so each was asked to put

thoughts to paper. John Birkett

John Latimer was "Chief" to

me long before he became

Headmaster. I first went to

Kileoo Camp in the summer of

1981, Chiefs last summer as

Director. It was a place that com-

pletely embodied who he was - it

was about friendship, inclusive-

ness and above all else, the kind-

ness of the human spirit. It was a

place where kids learned, where

they shared and where they grew

up into intelligent, sensitive

adults. In the fall of 1988 Chief

brought the same energy and

kindness to St. George's College.

Our first meeting before class-

es started was a nervous one for

both of us. He admitted that this

"headmaster thing" was a com-

plete unknown to him, but it was

easy to tell in his confidence and

in his smile that he was perfect

for the job and that he was going

to enjoy it to the fullest. For my
part, his enthusiasm and encour-

agement made all the doubts I

had about myself quickly disap-

pear.

In many ways I regret that 1

only had one year at SGC with

Chief at the helm, but I am also

grateful that I was able to play a

part in the beginning of his revi-

talization of SGC. It was an

incredible year filled with excite-

ment, exactly what students hope

for in their final year of high

school. There was a renewed

energy and passion in the school,

a spirit that seemed to flow

directly from See House. Chief

was everywhere and talking to

everyone. He made each and

every student feel unique and

important, He made me feel like

I could accomplish anything and

everything.

Chiefs connection to

Georgians did not end with the

handing over of the diploma.

Although I didn't see him regu-

ly after 1 graduated, when I did

see him he always had a smile on

his face and kne at was

t was a brief

let , at a

gling with

me
ternational

I continue

going on in my
conversation wit

time when I was

direction, that st

towards the field

development in

to work with gre

Chief touched

such a profound I thai ! don't

feel I can begin tfexprt v; this

with so few woroB .. ill he

forever missed, lfl ,
incredible

spirit lives on in so many of us.

Thank \on lor \our mspirati >n

your kindness, and yoin h lend

ship.
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Maker of Men
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Royal St, George's

College is blessed with

staff, alumni, students,

and parents who have,

over the course of their

time at the school, made

an impact. For some, the

impact may have been

very subtle. For other:

it may have been sign

cant and recognized by

all. In my ten years atJ
the school, and for thev

years since graduation.
'

none has made a bigger

impact on me than John

Latimer.

After eight years at the

helm. Mr. Latimer

retired from RSGC in

1996. as an honorary

member of that year's

graduating class.. His

trademark jelly bean jar,

coupled with a charis-

matic smile, defined his

early impact on an office

that, for students, tradi-

tionally meant trouble. *

not paradise. An open

ir policy convenienth^

lowed him to meet all

students, leaving a

nark on so many of us

that alumni came back

to visit. His ability to lis-

ten, instill values, and

create trust were all

characteristics unique to

the man and the

office.

On the day of the 1996

Athletic Banquet at Hart

House. John and I

shared a moment I will

never forget. There was

much excitement at the

school over a letter sent

from the Boaivl stating a

one year dela> in John's

retirement. That letter

had been crafted by our

graduating class, printed

on school letterhead, and

sent via the school mail

room as a prank. The

reaction was fabulous!

Teachers saw through

the letter and thought it

was hilarious. Parents

and students were

thrilled. However the

Board was inundated by

calls about a letter of

which they knew noth-

ing. The Chairman of

the Board was not

thrilled about his signa-

ture forged on a letter

that was a lie. nor was

he shy in communicat-

ing his discontent to me
m front of my peers just

prior to the start of the

banquet. I was more ter-

rified at that moment

than I had been when

Mr. McElroy first threw

a chalkbrush at me in

grade five. The instant

the tirade ended. John

quietly walked towards

me. took my arm, and

walked me down the

hallway to the Great

Hall. Although I was

feeling smaller than a

jellybean in his infa-

mous jar, John gave me
the courage to address

the entire banquet and

dispel the prank. His

ability to raise nn spirits

so quickly and motivate

me onto the podium

made an absolutely last-

ing impression.

Days later he would

bring many oMs!„intb

his office and replay

voice messages from

parents applauding our

well-meaning prank,

making us all feel larger

than life once again. It

was the last time John

and I worked together

on something at the

school and it was proba-

bly the moment that

brought me closer to

John than I had ever

been.

John R. Latime

an indelible mark on the

RSGC community and

his vision for a united

and achieving alumni

association will be

remembered b\ his pres-

ence at countless meet-

ings. In his eight years at

RSGC, "Chief" made an

impact. His leadership.

coupled with his natural

pride for the school was

contagious, creeping into

the spirit of anybody

who called himself a

Georgian. Life will not

be the same without

him. but his legacy, hav-

ing touched so many,

will remain with us all.

As teacher, mentor,

and friend. I will miss

vou John. A\T
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Jack, about to cut his

90th birthday cake,

April 2002

In the early hours of Thursday. September 5. Dr.

John Lennox Wright died in his sleep at his home in

Peterborough, at the age of 91

.

A proud alumnus of Trinity College at the U. of

T. elass of '36, Jack Wright served Trinity and

fellow alumni in a variety of capacities over many

decades. He was an unstoppable force, summoning

his peers to reunions and other events. In recogni-

tion of his efforts as a volunteer. Trinity awarded

him an honorary doctorate in 1980.

In the 1960's. Jack was Head of the Junior

School at St. Andrew's College. Aurora. Then, in

1964. he and a group of like-minded teachers found-

ed St. George's College, in Toronto. St. George's

was to be an Anglican choir school, modeled on the

great cathedral choir schools of England. Jack was

the school's headmaster until his retirement in 1979,

establishing a tone and a spirit that persist more than

twenty years later. He is perhaps most often quoted

for his personal motto, "Manners maketh men,"

which became the school's popular, unofficial

credo. But privately he was more likely to offer the

somewhat gentler admonition. "Have a care."

Jack's sense of humour was legendary: a choice

bon mot or an interesting inflection could bring

groans or gales of laughter, often both (laughter

from the crowd and groans from Connie). Never one

to hesitate when there was a job to be done, he

could be found up a ladder changing lights in the

gym. helping out at all sorts of Guild events, and

helping students raise funds for the United Way by

milking a cow or riding a donkey - yet ever the gen-

tleman.

In his later years. Jack suffered the loss of his

wife. Connie, his daughter Heather and her husband,

and his son Bill. His granddaughter Connie moved

in to run the house for him. making a move unnec-

essary. With the help and support of his son David,

he was a regular at alumni events at St. George's.

He was particularly happy when he could be present

to bestow the Jack Wright Medal, the school's high-

est honor - awarded to him in the year of its tic

ation. As recent!) as the fall of 2001. he was the

focus of attention as hundreds of old boys raised

their glasses to him in noisj appreciation.

Charles Fowler and John Birkett

The Jack Wnght Medal,

created by Dora de
Pedery-Hunt to honor

Jack's retirement in

1978.
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This year the grade 10's had the opportunity to go on the Outward Bound trip. There were

vo groups that got to travel into the wilderness, during this time they were able to take

part in many activities available. It is a once in a life-time experience and they should be

happy to have taken part in it.

Potter

03
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Junior Athletic Awards
Junior Cross-Country Award: Chris Jackson

The Junior Volleyball Award: Lucas Caravetta

Junior Soccer Award: Eddie Younger

The MVP for Judo: Chris Hamil

D.C. McMaster Hockey Award: Jonathan Perry

Junior Basketball Award: Stephen Bradeen

Junior School Rugby Award: Eddie Younger

The V.C. Pascoe Trophy for the Best Junior School Athlete: Eddie Younger

^ m

\Ar. David Lee and Mr. Paul O'Leary awarding colors to members of

the Under 14Hockey Team: (from left) Jonathan Perry, David Smith,

and Spencexyrennan ^
Til a fc&—»?>
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Senior Athletic Awards
Ferguson Award for Excellence in Cross Country Running: Haddon Murray

The Most Valuable Senior Volleyball Award: Tim Clark

Edward Assaf MVP Soccer Award: David Kerr-Vayne

Athletic Directors Award: Mr. Ian Kerr and Ms. Susan Vayne

Trusler Ski Trophy: Jon Harricks

J.W. McMaster Trophy Co-winners: Graham Atkinson and David Jones

Lomax Memorial Basketball Award: Kevin Smith

Bowlby Trophy Senior Basketball MVP: Cameron Alguire

W.E. Wilson Trophy to MVP Senior Softball: Alex McNabb
Lacrosse MVP Co-winners: David Zelikovitz and Cody Sauer

The MVP for Golf:: Robin Gainer

Senior Rugby MVP: Haddon Murray

R.K. Fraser Senior Track and Field Award: Seott Ackley

J.S. Robinson Trophy to Best Athlete in Grade 9: Mark Jewel

The AG. Tudhope Trophy for the Most Valuable Athlete in Grade 10 or 11: Alex Potichnyi

The J.S. Housser Trophy for the Best Athlete in the Senior School Co-winners: Graham
Atkinson and David Zelikovitz

Athletic Letters are awarded to student athletes for outstanding contributing to RSGC
Athletics over many years: Graham Atkinson, Tim Clark. David Jones, David Kerr-

Vayne, Aaron Mitchell, Haddon Murray, Don Pyper, Michael Roebuck, Morgan Rubes,

Cody Sauer, Jamie Spears, David Winterbottom, Dale Wiseman, David Zelikovitz

i

Ico
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Jr. School Prize Day
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Grade 3 Award : Blake Lee-Whiting

Grade 4 Award : A.J. Buchanan

Jamie Reford

Grasley Award. Grade 5 Award : Michael Roue

Junior Music Award : Tiago Vieira

G.D. Hay Award, Grade 6 Award : Douglas Scott

Scott Kovas Award, Grade 7 Award : Geoff Martin

J.B.E. Garstang Award. English : Spencer Brennan

Mathematics Award : Alex Doyle

French Award : Frank Martin

St. George" s Society Award, Social Studies : David Smith

Science Award : Sheldon Ho
Leigh McCarthy Gossage Award. Acting : Erik Reed

John R. Latimer Award. Public Speaking : Geoffrey Squibb

Leslie Taylor Award. Most Improved Chorister : Geoffrey Squibb & Will Badger

Most Improved Instrumentalist Award : Andrew Harris

Best Instrumentalist Prize : Jonathan Perry

John D. Allen Award: Religious Knowledge: Erik Reed

Henry Cawthorne House Award: Canterbury

Senior Choristers :Wil Badger. Dieter Fishbein. Eric Ng. Ian Reeser. Cameron Ross.

Geoffrey Squibb. Thomas Wade West. Alex Woolaver - Head Chorister

John L. Bradley Award, Best Chorister: Alex Woolaver

John Birkett Art Award : Dieter Fishbein

Max Denis Community Service Award : Chiranjeev Singh

Perfect Attendance : Noah Stanton - Grade 4

Rajin Dhaliwal - Grade 6

Stratton Townley - Grade 6

Geoffrey Martin - Grade 7

Geoffrey Osbourne - Grade 7

Javraj Dhaliwal - Grade 8

Thomas Wade West - Grade 8

Georgian Parents' Guild Award: Ira Lewy

Dr. Paul D. Steinhauer Memorial Award : Lucas Carravetta

L.B.J. Rothwell Award : Matthew Chan

Junior Georgian Award : Thomas Wade West

Michael Rowe. the Grasley Award & Ms. Poce

Chiranjeev Singh receives the Community

Service Award from Mr. Lee

Cameron Ross & Geoffrey Squibb accept the

House Award for Canterbury from Ms. Barchuk

Andrew Harris: Best Instrumentalist

presented by Catherine Moore
Thomas Wade West: The Junior Georgian Award pre-

sented by Mr. Hannaford & Mr Wade West (proud dad)

Ira Lewy: Winning The Georgian Parent's Guild Award Erik Reed: Accepting Best Actor Award

'Alex Woolaver being cheered on by the choir as

he accepts the award tor Best Chonster
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The JuniorValedictoryAddress
toy Dieter FLshtoein

Good morning. Honoured guests,

headmaster, teachers, fellow students

and ladies and gentlemen, (My name is

Dieter Fishbein and I have been chosen

to be valedictorian for this year). I have

been at Royal St. George's College for

three years now, and throughout those

years I have learned a great deal and

definitely developed as a person.

Over the past ten months of school

we've had our good times. I think we

all had a very, very interesting time on

the outward-bound canoe trip. I think

we all also learned a lot through the

year, we have had many great opportu-

nities to study history, such as the pres-

entation from the holocaust survivor

and the WW2 veteran in particular.

We've also had very fine teachers to

lead us on the way. We've had Ms.

Barchuk, who seemed to have devoured

all of our markers, we've had Mr.

Algarvio who steals quotes from all the

other teachers, and we've had Ms. Uhre

who doesn't seem to like people throw-

ing worms on her laptop. We've also

had Ms. Schaffer who gives us the most

creative freedom for all of our art proj-

ects. Of course, the school wouldn't run

without Mr. Fowler and Captain Payne

in the computer lab, and the musical

and Athletic staff at St. George's are

unsurpassed. Without the teachers at

R.S.G.C, it wouldn't be half as good a

school as it is. The teachers' top priori-

ty is our well being, not only in the aca-

demic world, but in the athletic, artistic

and the advisor one.

I think one of my favorite highlights

of my years in the Junior School was

when Ms. Barchuk was writing on the

board, and then tripped over a box of

books. As you can probably guess she

ended up landing on it and breaking it.

But. seriously, I spoke to some of my
classmates, and although I do not share

their opinions they think that the high-

light of the year was me in a dress.

During my years here, I have learned

tons. At school I have learnt everything

the Pythagorean theorem, how to saw in

art class (badger), and how to write and

deliver a speech. Our prime focus has

been to learn academics, athletics and

the arts. Our teachers also strive to

teach us the difference between right

and wrong. The show us that there is

more then one person in life, and to

succeed you have to remember that.

They also teach us to be respectful and

responsible people to everybody around

you.

In our school we are taught that the

world is about more then just one per-

son, and when faced with tough deci-

sions to remember that. What we have

to remember is that the school can only

do so much to teach us morals like

respect, responsibility, and voice. We as

people, as citizens and as Georgians

have the responsibility to uphold these

morals. You have to uphold these

morals: not only in this chapel, this

school, but everywhere you go. It is

easy to look out for number one. but it

is a harder thing to look out for every-

one else at the same time.

We are very lucky and privileged

people, we are all part of a supportive

and close community that helps us to

learn and develop these morals, but we
have to do more, we have to carry these

values from the safety and security of

this borough to the rest of the world. As

we pass through life we may not have

an environment like this to be in every-

day. We will be faced with challenges

that will test our willingness to be good

people and do the right thing. Not only

as Georgians, and as citizens, but also

as people we must uphold these morals

to better ourselves and the people

around us. The school can only do so

much to help us; we have to do the rest.

Now that we enter the next level in

our education career I would like for all

of you to take the time to reflect on

these morals. You all have to cherish

respect, responsibility and voice. It

doesn't matter what you choose to do in

life, your time at RSGC will reflect on

it.

I

Dieter Fishbein receives the John Birkett Art Award
The Reeser Family
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ACADEMIC AWARDS
2003

ART AWARDS
Junior Art Award

Intermediate Art Award

Agenda Cover Design Award

T-bu Grieve Senior Art Award

BUSINESS AWARDS
Intermediate Business Award

Grade 12 Accounting Award

Grade 1 2 Economics Award

AP Economics Award

GEOGRAPHY & POLITICAL STUDIES AWARDS
Grade 12 Canadian and World Issues Award Matthew Hamlin-Douglas

AP Human Geography Award Matthew Hamlin-Douglas

SeniorCanadian and World Politics Award Ryan Cookson

Grade 1 2 Geomatics Morgan Rubes

HISTORY & CLASSICAL STUDIES AWARDS

Owen Brown

Ryan Anderson &
Anthony Ruffalo

Stephen Kaye &
Zachary Bush

Stephen Kaye

Gavin Chan

Borden Rhodes

Ryan Cookson

Kevin Green

Classical Civilizations Award

Grade 10 Latin Award

Grade 1 1 Latin Award

Grade 1 1 Philosophy Award

Grade 12 Philosophy Award

Grade 12 Canadian History Award

Grade 1 2 World History Award

AP European History Award

Alexander Turner

Philip Lang

Corcoran Conn-Grant

Sam Bailey

Stephen Woodiwiss

James Patava

Ryan Cookson

Alexander Turner &
Cameron Alguire

COMPUTER SCIENCE AWARD
Intermediate Computer Science Award Gavin Chan

Senior Computer Science Award Dick Chow
DEBATING AND PUBLIC SPEAKING AWARDS
Intermediate Debating Award

The Arthur Pegler Cup
John R. Latimer Public Speaking Award

DRAMA AWARDS
Senior Drama Award

Most Improved Actor Award

Spotlight Award for Stage Managing

Rest Supporting Actor Award

Best Actor Award

Ian Bonnycastle Award

ENGLISH AWARDS
Junior English Award

Intermediate English Award

Senior English Writing Award

Senior Creative Writing Award

John Kerr Senior English Award

MATH AWARDS
Pythagorean \ward

1 Irade 9 Math Award

Grade Hi Math Award

< ii.nl.' I I Math Award

Jock Armitage Senior Math Prize (Grade I2i

Jock Armitage Senioi Math Prize (Grade i

; >

MODERN LANG! \(.l WARDS
Junior trench I an ;ua Iward

Senioi French Language Vward

\r I rem h I iterature Award

Tyler Ward

Ryan Cookson

Jesse Todres

Matt Bums

Jon Holtby

Taylor Sharpe

Rob Gleadow

Donald Pyper

Taylor Sharpe

John Hanicks

( orcoran Conn-Grant

Christopher Reineck &
Jesse Todres

Janus Appel

Ryan Cookson

John Ihorn ks

Mark Jewell

I tliuund Lee

Gavin ( 'nan

Dick ( how

Timothj Won

Mark lew
i /

Tayloi Drm )
A

< 'hristophei /load

\urele In Bossi i

Senior German Award

Junior Spanish Award

Senior Spanish Award

MUSIC AWARDS
Grade 9 Beginning Band Award

Junior Music Award

Intermediate Music Award

Senior Music Award

Senior Choral Award

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AWARDS
Grade 9 Physical Education Award

Senior Physical Education Award

RELIGIOUS AWARDS
Grade 1 1 World Religions Award

Acolyte Award

Acolyte Award

SCIENCE AWARDS
Grade 1 Science Award

Grade 1 1 Biology Award

Grade 1 1 Physics Award

Biology Award

Chemistry Award

National Biology Competition (University of Toronto)

2002 Ontario Association

of Physics Teacher's Contest

Peter Skalinski Physics Award

Grade 12 University ofWaterloo Physics Contest

Wheeler Cup

YEARBOOK/NEWSPAPER AWARDS
Georgian Yearbook Award

Grifter Editor's Award

Most Valuable Contribute! Award - Grifter

David Winterbottom

Fraser Cameron

Moyukh Chakrabarti &
Nathaniael Wolfson

Andrew Harris

Christopher Nicolqff

Mohammed Al Radi

Alex Delwur

Ryan Cookson &
Michael Rieger

Don Pyper

Mark Jewell

Haddon Murray

Teague Russell

Timothy Parker

Linton Porter-Taylor

Edmund Lee

Corcoran Conn-Grant

Owen Williams

Matthew Hamlin-Dt mglas

Dick Chow
Haddon Murray

Owen Williams A

Matthew Yeung

lim Wong

Aurelc Dc Bossct

Dick Chow

Erich 7-imm

Jamcsi I crdil'atava

Thomas Hutchison A

Ian Paltillo

Matthew Hamlin-Douglas receiving his many awards from Mr Van Herk

S Mr. D'Arcy
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Valedictory Address
Valedictory Address to the 2003

Graduating Class of

Royal St. George"s College

By: Ryan Cookson, Prefect

Mr. Hannaford. staff, friends,

families and. most importantly, the

2003 Graduating Class of Royal St.

George's College:

Today, we are at a point in our

lives when there is so much ahead of

us. But when we look back, we've

been through a lot. Countless times we

have met in this chapel, sat in these

benches and heard speeches from this

pulpit. But today, as students, we do

this for the last time. When we walk

out those doors at the back, we will no

longer be high school students, but

instead, high school graduates. Ahead

of us is university and all the chal-

lenges that go along with it. But before

we take that next step, before we go

down that path and before we walk out

those doors, we must take one last look

at this school, which has meant so

much to so main.

To try and summarize every-

thing that St. George's has given us

into one speech is an impossible task.

It was earlier this year that I was faced

with that challenge as I prepared a

presentation for prospective families.

Looking at the faces in the audience

then. I saw a room full of students and

parents whose career at St. George's

was about to start, just as mine was

about to finish. I tried to communicate

to them the benefits of Royal St.

George's. It was difficult to put into

words. I described the clubs, the aca-

demics, the students, the teachers. This

gave them some information, but back

then, when I was in the middle of my
university application process. I ended

my speech by saying. "I don't know
where I will end up next year. I don't

know what programme I will take, but

what I do know is this: Royal St.

George's College has prepared me for

anything I will face in the future and

this gives me tremendous confidence

as I wind down mv hieh school

career." Hopefully some of those future

Georgians understood what I meant.

Because that is exactly what St.

George's has done. It has prepared us,

not just for university, but for anything

we will face in the future. Anyone who

has been in a Dr. Leatch course will

know that you learn just as much about

life as you do about history. Mr. Reid

taught us that know ledge is sweet and.

of course. Mr. Hannaford has instilled

in us the value of respect and the

notion that manners maketh men.

There are countless other examples that

I don't need to mention. Each one of

you will take away something differ-

ent. It is not hard to realize that many

schools offer a good education: St.

George's offers that and so much more.

But one thing that we will all take

away from here is a huge sense of

accomplishment. In high school, as a

class, we have achieved nearly 2000

passing grades, accumulated over 8000

hours of community service. We partic-

ipated on many clubs, helped raise

thousands of dollars for various chari-

ties and we contributed to countless

athletic triumphs. And we accom-

plished all of this in just four years.

Perhaps that is one of our greatest

achievements: dealing with the double

cohort. We sometimes forget the fact

that this is the first class in the history

of RSGC to graduate after only four

years. Many more will follow the same

path, but we will always be the ones

who did it first. As we entered grade

nine, the double cohort seemed like a

difficult challenge and an unfortunate

hardship. But as we sit here today hav-

ing met that challenge and having

overcome that hardship, we can look

upon the double cohort as an amazing

success.

But. of course, we could not have done

all of this on our own. There are so

many people that we must thank. First

and foremost, we have our families. In

many cases, they were the ones who
decided to send us to this school. They

encouraged us. helped us when we

failed and were proud when we suc-

ceeded. We certainlv could not have

accomplished what we did without

them.

But we must also thank an amazing

group of teachers and staff. Thank you

for setting high standards and helping

us reach them, for being not just teach-

ers but coaches and advisors as well.

You have taught us more than just the

material in the curriculum and that is

something we will remember long after

final exams. Over the past two years,

we have seen many teachers retire after

giving years of sen ice to this commu-

nity. Today, we must also thank them,

not just on our behalf, but on behalf of

the countless number of Georgian who

they taught before us.

There were many others whose impact

was just as profound. Although I can-

not name each individual. I encourage

the graduating class to not miss that

opportunity to thank those who have

made it possible for us to sit here

today.

And so. looking back, it's been a long

road to this point. Our time spent

together has made this ceremony both

a wonderful celebration and a difficult

goodbye at the same time. It's ironic

that we celebrate the unity of this class,

just as we mark its separation.

But, we have accomplished all we can

here. We have reached a point where

we belong somewhere else. The task

before us today is to use what we have

been given to the best possible advan-

tage. I can say quite confidently that

the gifts we have all received will not

be wasted on us. For it does not end

here. We must continue to meet chal-

lenge, to learn from mistakes, to go

forward with determination. We have

done it before and we have the tools to

do it again. Our past has been a great

foundation. Let us continue what we

started here well into the future.
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Valedictory Address
Good morning Ladies, Gentleman.

Members of the Graduating Class. This

morning is a very special one for many

CO reasons. It is special to some because it is

M your last day as a student at RSGC. *Sad*.

To some it is the last day as a student at

RSGC. *Excited* To parents and family

this marks the day that you no longer have

parents-teacher interviews, late pickups

from sports games, or hidden fees that

only RSGC can pull-off so brilliantly. I am
here to speak to you as a member of this

class that you are here to celebrate. I was

thinking about how to write a speech, and

I thought of what kind of speeches I like.

Well, the best speech in my eyes is always

the "best man's Toast" at a wedding. But I

then quickly realized that this is more a

separation than a marriage, and quite

frankly I'm not the best man.

Our community at St. George's is very

tight. Everyone knows each other, every-

one knows each other's buttons. Every

year our grade morphed into something

different, something we almost never

expected. In 1993, our boys started in

Grade 4 with Bill McElroy, scared and

innocent; they became familiar with the

school and with their peers. Grade 5

played host to a new array of boys who
proved to stir up the scene. Grade 6 was a

year of new-found solidity within the

grade. Grade 7 was the year of the new-

boy. Grade 8 can be best summed up by

the word "LOCKER-ROOM." Grade 9

was an introduction to the boy's code that

THRIVES in the Sr. School. Grade 10 we
began to learn our individual roles, within

in the school, but most importantly within

OUT own grade. Grade 1 1 became the year

of the clique. Grade 12 we evolved from

the cliques to mold to a solid unit. And
finally came our OAC year, the time we
have all been anticipating since our arrival

at the school. It's supposed to be a year of

accomplishment, despite what the RSGC
myths are. I think for the most part we
considered ourselves to be part of the lat-

ter. Boys, I guess we proved ourselves

wrong. This year has been undoubtedly the

most successful sear lor us yet.

Academically, athletically, comically, the

atrically. You name it. and lor the mosl

part, we did it. Congratulations.

Si. George's boys are generally known

w iilnn iIh- private school system foi a cei

Jay Jolliffe, Head Prefect

tain few characteristics. We are said to be

humble, proud, laid-back and confident.

These qualities must all be attributed to

what we learn, from our teachers, and

from our environment. Some would say

it's because of our community of boys, the

unwritten code of respect that exists

among us. I would say it has a lot more to

do with some of the schools mottos.

Under the St. George's crest reads the

Latin phrase: "Sciente Pietate," meaning

KNOWLEDGE and DUTY. Whether you

realize it everyday or not, as you can be

sure I did not, we as students here are

pounded over the head with these virtues.

In class, while playing sports, in theatre

productions, in bands, just in everyday

life, these two things, knowledge and duty,

keep getting relayed to us. And whether

you like it or not boys, your personalities

as they can be acknowledged today, are

living proof that we are sponges to every-

thing that is St. George's.

The school has given us tons. But it is

not numbers and dates, equations and

hamburger paragraphs that we should

most acknowledge as being learned. It is

the tools for life that our community has

ingrained within us over all these years.

We are individually the embodiment of St.

George's in its morals and virtues. It's

clear; there is no point in hiding it now.

But now all this has to come to a close.

Not the learning, we are all going on to

new places to learn different things, better

suited to our strengths. The fun won't stop

either, you can be darn sure. And frankly,

neither should the values that St. George's

has taught us. The point is this: just

because we are leaving St. George's, does

not mean we have to also leave behind

everything that St. George's has taught us.

So boys, it comes lime to make a tew

choices for yourselves. Your school won't

make them lor you anymore, and your

parents, in a lot of cases, also won'l be

making the day-to-day choices lor you

either. It's up to you now. It's lime For you

to choose new outlooks, new lifestyles,

and new ideals. Jusl know (hat some

choices that you have the freedom to

make are good anil some are bad. This

sounds silly, but it's not something we

general 1) think about.

Some dunces .in- going to open doors

fol you, and some ol your choices are
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going to close them.

Choose wisely.

Know that the tools

that St. George's has

given us should help

us differentiate

between the choices.

St. George's has

taught us to be

involved. From
Student Council to small clubs, we have

been encouraged to get into something

and enjoy it. We all know now that activi-

ty is better than lethargy. Don't leave this

behind you. Play sports, join clubs, take

on leadership roles. Do something.

We have been called, sarcastically and

endearingly, the "PILLARS OF SOCI-
ETY." Prove it. Don't just drift away next

year, keep it going. Our parent's genera-

tion was one of activity. No matter how
questionable some of their alleged activi-

ties were, there is no denying that they

did something with themselves. The six-

ties and seventies were a time of change,

in all cases, through the hard work of the

younger people. In the eighties and

nineties, a lot of this good was lost. It is

my message to you today, to bring it

back. As the leaders of our generation,

let's recreate the need for activity. Make
something of yourselves, not by the

instant fabrication of activity, but by the

continued involvement in everything you

love. Do not lose the good that which our

community has given you over your time

here. Leave the school, hut please don't

leave the values.

And now there is one last thing I

would like to do on behalf of the graduat-

ing class of 2003. For all of their hard

work at keeping us inline, making sure

our academics are up to snuff, and for

making sure we go to university. I would

like to thank our Sr. School administra-

tion: Ms. Phillips. Mr. Lee. Ms. Hill. Ms.

Wagar and Mr. Van llerk.

For all their inspiration and dedi-

cation lo us. and lor leaching us whai il is

lo be a gentleman in even (he toughest sit-

uations. I would like lo (hank the coaches.

lor leaching us everything we know.

whether we choose lo accept il or not; tor

always slicking with us through the think

and thin; lor being able lo lei boys be

boys while slill holding some sense ol

order; lor being our role models, our lead

ers ami our friends, I would like lo thank

die teachers.



For giving us everything we

need, and not everything we

want: for putting up with even the

most ridiculous sequences of

events; for being our guidance;

for being all of the jobs you could

think of. all rolled into one tight

little package. I would like to

thank the parents and families of

our boys.

Thank you to all of the student

leaders at the school, for taking

initiative and making a difference

in front and behind the scenes on

a daily basis. Thank you to the

prefects, the stewards, club heads,

student council members, and

also thank you to those who

understood what leadership was

without having to wear a special

tie to prove it.

Finally, for forcing upon us an

ever-changing dress code; for

forcing upon us the blues; for

forcing upon us his "lip sync:" for

giving us donuts; for giving us an

environment that few understand,

but almost all should appreciate;

for giving us countless versions

of the same: RESPECT
RESPONSIBILITY AND VOICE
speech; and most importantly for

keeping the school together long

enough for us to graduate; I

would like to thank Hal

Hannaford.

To end. I would like to leave

you with a quick note about suc-

cess. Success is personal. It can

not be measured in money,

awards, or accolades. As was

written in the Rubai'yat of Omar
Kayyam:

Anybody who in

this world has half a loaf

And a home in

which to live

Is no man's

master, and no man's slave;

Say to him 'Be

happy always, 'for he possesses a

world of

happiness.

Whatever lies on the road

ahead for you guys. I wish you

the best of luck. May you look

back with pride, and go forward

with confidence.

HeadMaster'sAddress
There have been many

times over the past couple of

years when I have been

reminded of the origin of the

word crisis. Fellow staff

members, parents, guests,

members of the board and

parents' guild and most

importantly members of the

class of 2003... Crisis is

derived from two words, one

meaning "danger" and the

other "opportunity". Isn't it

so appropriate. So much of

what we have read heard and seen over this

past year has created emotional angst and an

abundance of stress related to the infamous

double cohort. What remains clear is that suc-

cessful people choose their attitudes, turn neg-

atives into positives, deal with danger and cre-

ate opportunities.

Gentlemen, congratulations, you will con-

tinue to be an example to follow in years to

come. You took what could have been a diffi-

cult year and turned it into something we will

all remember. This graduating class will hold

a special place in our hearts. Of course you

didn't do it alone. Your parents were right by

your side. Now I realize there is a tendency

for parents to turn weird when sons reach their

teenage years. Don't worry they will "recover"

in a few years. But they were there giving

love and care that provides tremendous securi-

ty as you head on your way. We all need our

parents, it is a point worth remembering.

RSGC helped. We helped by allowing you

to flourish within the parameters of the geor-

gian code. I hope you understand what respect

is all about. I hope you have learned that

responsibility cannot be taken for granted. I

hope you understand your voice is important

and can be effective when used in a mature

fashion.

Look at the group sitting to your right.

They are your staff, and let me acknowledge

the commitment, dedication, and professional-

ism of an outstanding group: Ms. Phillips, Mr.

Lee, Mr. Van Herk and your teachers. I am
proud to be able to work with a group such as

this. I am so lucky. Thank you staff.

This year was a sad one for RSGC. Dr.

Jack Wright, our founding headmaster, Mr.

David Mcmaster and my predecessor and

mentor JohnXhief" Latimer all left us. Their

legacy needs to be kept and cherished. So as

you head on your way to conquer the world I

hope you can bring with you lessons from
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each of these three individuals. Manners maketh

men the legacy of Jack Wright. Isn't it remark-

able that our most prestigious award is all about

manners, and a part of manners is being kind.

My wife Susan always insists that I mention the

value of kindness. Please be kind. You know

maybe the wise old Dr. Wright had it all figured

out. Maybe he knew that as we head into a com-

plex, global world, full of confusion. hypocrisv.

and conflict manners become a defining element

of a true gentlemen.

Dave Mcmaster had a huge heart and he loved

people. He knew that desire and hard work com-

bined with a bit of fun were ingredients for suc-

cess. The outcome was never undervalued but it

was never critical. Dave expected a lot and

received much in return.

The value of a handshake and a plea to young

people to be great not just good were defining

elements of the John Latimer legacy. He had that

wonderful ability to make everyone he came into

contact with feel great. Imagine if more of us

worked to gain that gift. The reality is that all

three of these men were leaders. Leaders who
were going somewhere but never thought the)

could do it alone. They took pride in taking oth-

ers along for the ride. They made it a pleasure to

be with them and you certainly wanted to do

well... for them. They made us happy. They

were thoughtful, considerate of others, enthusias-

tic and passionate and they had the ability to

share responsibility with others. They kept head-

ing towards a goal and a purpose. They never

stopped and I know they are watching you all

very carefully at this very moment.

Graduating class, we are all proud of you. You

have managed to impress so main. I am grateful

for your contributions and believe me the memo-

ries I have will be w ith me forever. As I contin-

ue to say at each of these graduation ceremonies,

your job now is to go out and make us look

good. With the talent in this room that should be

no problem. We will be thinking of \ ou.

Goodbye, good luck and God bless.
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Tom Hutchison, Ian Pattillo, and James Patava, the

Grifter guys, leaving Ms. Hall with a going away present.

Robert Gleadow accepts the J.L. Bradley Award.
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P
Grifter Editor

Ian Pattilo med-
itates while pre-

fect Don Pyper

works his magic

with the Ladies.

nas and date competing to see

biggest smile.

Chris: "Hey Gordo you see Tom's Skirt 7
"

Gordo: "Yeah, my mom's got the same one."

Chris: "REALLY...?"

Gordo: " Hey Chris, don't even..."

Chris: "Hey don't worry, is it alright if I come
over from some 'lemonade' after the dance?"

Gordo: "Shut-up Chris"

Grad Formal 30

Tom: " Hey guys is there a breeze in here or what 7 "

Adam: " Nah, you're just wearing a skirt.

"

John: "Hey mom. I swear that's my da
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The 8002-2003 Board of

Governors and Guild
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Q Board of Governors 2002-2003:

The Right Reverend Terence Finlay

Andrew Jones

David Mather

Hal Hannaford

Andrew Whiteley

Jack Boultbee

Jean Green

Jane Harvey

Stewart Istvan

Robert Keilty

Florence Minz

Rev. Dr. Barry Parker

Gary Singh

Wayne Squibb

Nancy Steinhauer

Chris Taylor

Not enough is said each year about

either the Board of Governors or the

Georgian Guild whose tireless volun-

teerism keeps the school and institu-

tion running in the manner which it

does. Without their selfless hours of

contribution, we would not enjoy the

experience that is Royal St. George's.

Guild 2002-2003

Catherine Moore

Kate Mather

Susan Waterfield

Anne Hardcastle

Joanne I .o\c

Jean Green

Denise Millward

Barbara Golding

[vana ( 'lax ion

Susan Atkinson

Heathei Reuber

Ruth Keilt)

Friesens

Barbara Bolton

Joanna Slone

Darlene Fraser

Cindy Copeland

l.il\ Wong
Maureen Squibb

Christine Raponi

Deborah Bums
Anne Ka\e

lane Evans

l mi < !offej

loan Boxer

Mix ( lifford







MISSON STATUS: COMPLETE
DATE OF TERMINATION: 19/06/03

TIME OF TERMINATION: approx. 20:38

STATUS OF AGENT ZIMM: PENDING, CURRENTLY CURLED IN
FETAL POSITION, UNDER DESK, HAVING COMPLETED
ASSIGNMENT. CONCLUSION, UPON REVIEW, SECTION "

STATUS OF AGENT HALL: ALREADY SECTION 8
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